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MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE –
YEAR GONE BY AND NOSTALGIA REMAINS

Hon. President
Mr. M. V. S. N. Kumar (M. No. K -32)
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The Hon. President led the Management Committee with care and set the tone with an oath in the
very first meeting. Conflicting views were taken care of with understanding. The flag hoisting,
infusing pride in the Country, was held very ceremoniously on the Republic Day. The recording and
binding of the Minutes of the Meetings of the Management Committee were streamlined.
Participating actively in the Billiards, Snooker and Swimming is a natural trait for the Hon. President.

Hon. Vice President
Mr. P. S. Raju, FCA., (M.NO. S-148)
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The Hon. Vice President also the Editor of Waltair Times, upgraded the in House Journal to a
comprehensive Magazine. ERP was implemented with his active inputs and saved considerable
amounts to the Club by tax planning & penalty reductions. He also went into depth regarding the
title to the Properties of the Club and came with an exhaustive note which is under the active
consideration of the Honorable Legal Committee of Waltair Club.

Hon. Secretary: Prof. G. Seshagiri Rao, Phd., (M. No. S-246)
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The Hon. Secretary actively and energetically participated in his duties. He was always ready to
take on his responsibilities, whether with the District Administration, the Police or other Statutory
Authorities. Teaming up with the Hon. Treasurer, he was never found wanting to approach the
Authorities with great courage and sometimes even personal embarrassment. ERP implementation
was assisted along with the Hon. Treasurer.

Hon. Treasurer: Mr. A. Suresh (S-547)
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The Hon. Treasurer actively participated in all the activities of the Club, in addition to his role as the
Treasurer. He also extended cooperation along with the Hon. Secretary to the Hon. Vice President,
for implementation of ERP System in the Club. He was, always there to go with the Hon. Secretary,
for the Protection of the Hon. Members of the Club and the Prestige of the Club.

Mr. P. Krishnakanth (M. No. K-176)
Hon. Chairman, Sports Committee.
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All India Open National Level Bridge Championship-2019.

A Senior Volleyball Tournament was held on 11th January, 2020 held on 30th November, 1st & 2nd
December, 2019. ENTHUSIA 2020 VOLLEYBALL. It was that time of the year, when high energy
was in the air. The fifth edition of Enthusia, one--its-kind volleyball tournament of the esteemed
Waltair Club, engrossed the teams and onlookers alike. Drawing inspiration from the coveted IPL,
Enthusia, had eight team owners and for the first time the players were auctioned. The teams were
Hawks, Club Class, Yoga teaches how to listen to your body. When the nation has a dedicated day
for Yoga, how can we miss out on it. There is a dedicated space for yoga spread over 4000 sq. ft.
Overlooking the blue swimming pool, it gives the practitioners a visual treat and calmness to the
mind.
BENEFITS OF 8 WALK During walk in the 8 shape our entire body (hip, abdomen etc.) is twisted
and all our organs are activated. At the end of thirty minutes of 8 walking stuffy nose is cleared and
feel free breathing from both the nostrils. In the meantime, we can feel the cough in the lungs and
sinus cavity get dissolved. The phlegm is eliminated either by spitting out or getting assimilated into
the body and your asthma is reversed. As five kilogram of oxygen is inhaled due to complete
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respiration, phlegm in the lungs is released. Intake of five kilograms of oxygen energizes the body.
Basketball Lengthen your stride Basketball. A favorite zone among the young ones, the club's
basketball court has its dedicated players. There is a standard basketball cemented area. One can
witness it buzzing with Chil- dren playing in the morning and evening. To sharpen their skills, there
is dedicated coaching facility available as well.

Mr. A. Sekhar Babu (M. No. S-699)
Chairman, Entertainment Committee.
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A record breaking 1500 footfalls marked an extremely successful Diwali Celebration this year at the
Waltair Club. DANDIYA DHAMAKA IN WALTAIR CLUB. Colorful decorations, NEW YEAR BASH
Casino Royale New Year Eve Bash. As promised, the Waltair Club hosted the BIGGEST and BEST
Party in the City for the New Year Eve. More than 1200 Members and Guests ushered in 2020 with
high energy and gusto. Ace artists like Actor, Dancer cum Celebrity Anchor from Bollywood Ada
Khan, High Priestess of Bollywood Music Singing Sensation Pratibha Singh Baghel and her team.
India’s top Male Emcee Asif Beig, Dance India Dance famed NJ dance team and IPL/ Sunburn
famed and India’s revered top Dj Chico with VJ Krishna on the decibels. The end result was a heady
cocktail of Groovy Music.
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Dr. G. M. B. V. Krishna Reddy (M.No. K-77)
Chairman, Bar Committee.
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The Bar Committee refurbished the Wills Pub with the active help of Senior Members’ of the Club.
Total control over the liquor stocks and making available the best brands was clear achievement.
The constant vigil & control facilitated a happy and awesome experience to the Hon. Members and
their families.

Mr. O. Srinivasulu (M. No. S-759)
Chairman, Catering Committee.
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Ask anyone in the Club regarding the facilities being provided to the Hon. Members & their families
and the first that comes to mind is the Catering Committee. Making the kitchen a hygienic and clean
place and also providing excellent cuisine have become the talk of the Club.

General Services:
Mr. R. V. Prasad (M. No. P-90)
Chairman, General Sevices.
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The Chamber’s backyard, towards Club Mart
levelled, partition wall behind Chambers erected,
hanging Electrical and Cable Wires taken out,
leakages in Function Hall blocked, Sign Boards in the
Club placed, open Vents, new Exhaust Fans, Air
Conditioning, Glass Partition in Ladies change room
provided, all Rain Water Harvesting Pits cleared of
debris, underwater pool LED bulbs, pool water, trees
around the pool, Kitchen adjoining Room barricaded
for protection from birds and flying insects, kitchen
exhaust system, cleaning, watering of plants and
routine maintenance of Club premises including
during the lockdown period undertaken and walking
track upgraded. The General Services Committee deserves all the Credit.

Mr. S. V. Narasimha Raju (M. No. N-94)
Chairman, Chamers & Library.
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The Rooms in the New Block consisting of 23 Regular Rooms and 1 Suite
have been Renovated the first time after 10yrs without any hindrance to
the Occupancy without any loss of Revenue. A total New Look and
Comfort has been brought in with Refurnishing of Tapestry, Upholstery,
Painting and Polishing and new Cots and Mattresses with new Lenin etc.,
to meet to the Members / Guests Satisfaction. All in all the Chambers and
Library Committee has done what is required of them to the Club.

LADIES COMMITTEE – Mrs Divya Das (D-93)
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STAFF DAY held on 26.01.2020. Children’s Day Do-It-Yourself (DIY) was the theme for Children’s
Day Celebrations – The DIY Party - 14th November 2019, at Waltair Club. Queens of India - 31st
July 2019, Independence Day Celebrations - 14th August 2019, Monsoon Party - 28th August 2019,
Dandiya Night - 7th October 2019, Sunday Bazaar - 29th September 2019, Halloween Costume
Party - 31st October 2019, Christmas Day Celebrations - 24th December 2019, Staff Day
Celebrations – 26th January 2020. The Halloween Party at Waltair Club was spook lilaceous. With
a scary maze for the very first time, the Ladies Committee of Waltair Club was totally involved with
the Club activites and brought grace to the Waltair Club, which only Gentle Ladies can do!!!
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CHAIRMAN, SENIOR CITIZEN COMMITTEE
Capt. G. M. Peter (M. No.P-009)

Quarterly Meets held and the Evenings
Celebrated. New Year and Sankranti together
2020 with big Hungama. More than 180 Members
with Couples attended the Function, well
organized with Navy Brand Troup Performing
nice old Melody Hindi Songs, the Young Teenage
Girl TV Artist Singer Ms. Rachana Best Telugu
Melody Songs, Life Member of our Club Sri. D.
Murali Krishna also sang best Hindi and Telugu
Melodies. The Navy Band Troup brought by
Bharathi Sikand free of Cost. Bona Fire, arranged
to Protect from Cold the Senior Citizens, this
Meeting was Sponsored by Sri V. K. Visweswara
Rao, Sri M. R. K. Raju, Sri K. Venkateswara Rao Dr. V. Peda Somulu, Sri C. Balasatish and Senior
Citizen Committee. Sri D. Rajagopal Reddy, Sri. R. Jagapathi Raju), Sri D. Murali Krishna and Sri.
Goli Ramakrishna Delicious food with cocktail served to the members. Two lady senior members
are felicitated Smt Ch. Lakshmi Smt P. Geetha Patnaik). We thank Specially the Management,
sponsors and special thanks to our Dynamic Event Organizer for Senior Citizen Sri. M. V. Narayana
Rao for taking all Efforts to make the Function a Grand Success.
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VICE PRESIDENT AND
EDITOR’S DESK

Hello Honorable Members,
This would be the last issue of Waltair Times, for the present Management Committee. With the
onset of the Monsoon, it is but natural, to welcome the same and the Cover Page reflects this
Emotion.
Personally, it gives me immense satisfaction to have contributed to the Club during last one year.
Waltair Times, has become very popular, not only among the Honorable Members & their Families
but also with the Affiliated Clubs, Advertisers and Others who had the chance to leaf through the
Issues.
The interesting Articles and other Content was Welcomed all around. Achieving this, with a net
income after all the expenditure, is worth. The Editorial Board deserves all the Credit for this
Achievement.
ERP implementation, is another which not only brings absolute accountability and transparency, but
also automates several aspects of the Waltair Club. I have to give the credit in this regard to, M/s.
Integrated Risk Management Systems (P) Ltd., Bengaluru and to my own Team at M/s. Suryashakti
BizAdvize (P) Ltd., Visakhapatnam who, worked tirelessly over the last 6 Months. The
implementation of the ERP System had not Cost the Waltair Club, a Single Rupee!!!
There were Tax & Penalty saving Measures adopted with absolute professionalism to save
considerable amounts to the Club.
The Properties of the Club are, dear to every one of the Honorable Members and in this regard,
things are moving in the right direction and the Honorable Legal Committee are seized of this very
Important and Emotional issue to all the Honorable Members and their Families of the Waltair Club.
I have, prepared a note and submitted to the Honorable Legal Committee. I am confident the
suggestions theirin will not only protect the present Properties of the Club but may present an
Opportunity for Recovery of Other Claims.
Discipline, Courtesy, Compassion are of utmost importance to any organization as well as our Club.
Having achieved this objective and at the same time not having even one disciplinary action during
the tenure of this Management Committee is indeed a great achievement.
In the May Issue, I have mentioned about the festival of Elections that would soon be held. This is
a moment to Cherish and Enjoy by Every Honorable Member.
We are all fortunate to be born in this great Country of Ours and be its Citizens. No one summed up
this better than these wisemen.
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“I am only an average man, but by George, I work harder at it than the average man”
“No one cares how much you know until they know how much you care.”
“There were all kinds of things I was afraid of at first, ranging from grizzly bears to ‘mean’
horses and gun-fighters; but by acting as if I was not afraid I gradually ceased to be
afraid.” – Theodore Roosevelt
I would like to take this opportunity to thank every Honorable Member of the Club who have
made my tenure of the Vice President MEMORABLE. JAI HIND.
P. S. Raju, FCA.,
Vice President, Waltair Club &
Editor, Waltair Times.

ANNOUNCEMENT
ANNUAL GENERAL BODY MEETING:
The AGM Is Scheduled on 30TH June, 2020 at 5.30pm
at the Centenary Hall of Waltair Club.

ELECTIONS:
Filing of Nominations last day before 6pm on 20th
June, 2020.
Withdrawal of Nominations last day: Till 6pm on 27th
June, 2020.
Election Dates: 10th, 11th & 12th of July, 2020 from
9am to 5pm. The Elections would be conducted
strictly in conformity to the Social Distance and MHA
Guidelines.
Note: For full details please see the AGM Notice &
Election Notification in the Notice Board of Waltair
Club.
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PET CORNER (2)
By Mr. K. Nanaryana Rao (M. No: N -44)

Behaviour of your pet dog-what you should know and
how you understand your dear Pet.
We all know as dog lovers, that these wonderful animals,
communicate with their “family” in their own God given gift of
behavioural actions. They communicate mainly only in three ways:
1. Their actions 2. Their eyes and looks and finally 3. Their body
language. So, it is highly essential to all the pet lovers to know
their pet’s emotions and feelings by understanding the above
mode of three ways of communication for the ultimate happiness
of the pet and its loving family. The term “He” is used in this article
and may be read as Male /female doggie!!

Now the following are the points to always keep in mind and be attentive to your
dear pet:
1.When pet is on its hind legs reaching out for you or tackling you: It is to show their affection
and it is like a hug to express that affection. However, make sure they are not in aggressive mood
at other times. Normally when the close family member travel for a while and come they want to
express their emotion and that they missed them. You may get a scratch or two with their nails at
such times but do not push them away as it is to show their happiness that you are back from office
or a tour etc. 2.Chewing of furniture etc: If your puppy is doing this means it needs activity. Take
him out for small walks initially and long as it grows big. 3.The way they bark: They may bark loud
with high pith tone or shorter barks or may be whining while sleeping on floor or come near to the
household who gives feed or take him out for his toilet. The high pitch bark is to alert you of some
danger or someone out there or a cat or other animal in the premises. Shorter barks may be asking
us to play or that he needs bites or water. The whining is when they are in pain and immediate
attention should be paid and the pet dog need to be checked. 4. Bring you his precious Toys:
Many a time your pet puppy brings one of his toys near to you and looks you into your eyes. That is
to show how much he trusts you with his precious toy. Also, it may mean that he respects you and
to please you with his toy. It also may mean how much he loves his Toy and wants to share his joy.
5.When he yawns: We humans yawn when we are bored o sleepy!! But a pet dog when he yawns
indicates that he is smug and secure. Of course at times a yawn indicates that he is tired too. Also,
may indicate his enthusiasm before a walk.
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6.The Look in his Eyes before you go out: Well when we go out leaving him, he will put a sort of
sad face or looks up at you. Well do not get worried or feel bad, he knows fully well that you will be
back. May be going out to office or on some work. They do understand despite a “you left me
look”!!but they do wait till you comeback!! 7.Pacing back and forth or standing near the door and
barking. It generally indicates they are nervous for something or would like to go out for their toilet
when they are trained to do outside the house. However, at times such behaviours indicate that they
want to play. 8.Pointing the snout: Indicates that he is alert over something, as he smelled a cat
or something. This is more so with hunting type Dogs. Also, may be lifting the front paw ready to
pounce and go and get it. 9.Yawn: At times yawing after he is tired or yawing at the time of his
normal naptime, indicates discomfort and indicated he needs a break and rest.
10.Tilting heads: Dogs understand when you shout loud to his barking’s or giving an instruction or
command or explaining a situation or reprimand for their naughty or aggressive behaviour. They tilt
their heads too to show they are listening. They do understand our vocal ques and expressions.
11.Stretching out fully on its four legs-like a superman: When the puppy is in a playful mood,
he does that and ready to play or get naughty with his toys. You find a big doggie in that sitting
posture like a superman!! 12.Pacing back and forth: It indicates at times when he is nervous, bored
or anxious just like we people pacing the room at times getting bored.13.Going in circles and
sniffing the floor or barking near the door: This is one clear indication that a trained dog gives
you to indicate that he needs to go out to do his toilet. At times he barks near the main door
scratching the door or trying to look up and open the open the door. 14.Standing straight with his
snout straight and sniffing:When he sees some prey (like a cat, squirrel or another dog), he stands
on his four legs, with a straight snout sniffing with one front leg paw slightly raised, indicating he is
ready to attack.

15.Showing the Discomfort: At times a Yawn may indicate that the doggie is tired or need a rest,
say after a good walk or a long drive. One thing to remember is, if he is, yawing repeadly in a public
place or at an unfamiliar place, it may indicate anxiety or discomfort. 16. Tilting their heads: When
we scold or saying something loud to the doggie he may tilt his head in sitting posture to indicate
that he is trying to understand about what you are saying to him .They do understand reprimands
or praise or commands Also he may be trying to catch the words familiar to him like “walk” ”bites” they tilt to hear you better!! 17 .Sniffing or smelling: The most important and effective function of
a dog, is sniffing or smelling. Humans have 5 million odorant receptors but they have 220 million
!!When they do that it means they smell a danger or following the scent of prey or another dog that
might have passed that path, like in a walk with a dog. And also remember dogs can make out by
sniffing difference between people and other dogs. 18.Apology by a dog: When a dog thinks he
did a wrong, they might flip their tongue or stick it out to show they are sorry. Also, it is their way of
putting an innocent face. You may expect such an adorable look if they pee inside house or on
mattress or couch!

19. Stretching like in Yoga postures: Do not think that when they see you come in and stretch
that they woke up and yawning. It indicates that they are happy to see you and show you their
affection. Of cource at times stretching is also for flexing their muscles but never like humans who
stretch after they wake up. 20.Belly showing up with all four legs up in air: It indicates their trust
in you, respects you and wants to play and also expects you to rub its belly again and
again.21.Tucking their tails: A dog tucks its tail when they are scared, ashamed, guilty or nervous.
It is very important at such times to comfort him and convey that all is well and nothing to feel
anxious. Treats also helps him at such times as well talking to them softly in a calm tone.
22.Dragging their bum: You should be concerned if it frequently happens and show and speak
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with your wet as it may indicate some problem like impacted anal sack. Some breeds have more
problem of this than others. Hence attention of a Veterinary doctor is inevitable. 23. On your feet:
When they keep their face on your feet or sit on their hind legs close to your legs, when you watching
a Tv or eating or relaxing, it indicated their show of love and loyalty to you. They want to be as close
as they can be. So, don’t be annoying or get disturbed when they do so. 24.Leaning on you: Next
time they lean on you do not think they are lazy and push them away. It is again showing their
affection and love to you. It is again equivalent to a hug. So do not nudge him away next time they
do it.

25.Flicking their ears: They do this when they hear any sound and if they think it is unfamiliar; they
do so also to your vehicle horn sound at a little distance from home when you are coming back
home. At first the dog may find it unfamiliar but soon catches up as it is their master vehicle. They
are that smart!! 26.Licking their paws or body: Normally a dog licks its paws or body to keep clean
of dirt or anything that may be bothering After a walk or play. However, if it does frequently it calls
for veterinary doctors; attention. 27.Snarling and showing their teeth: A dog is not always positive.
At times if it feels threatened about its possessions or bites, it snarls and growls and one should be
careful and sort the matter with outmost caution or else in its anger it may give a biting. Also, when
they see another dog, they show their anger, So this behaviour of aggression is like in humans out
of anger and one and all should be aware and be careful and the owners should calm him down.
28.Investigative behaviour: When normally a dog is out for a walk or playing suddenly, they raise
their foot. It is not that they are hurt but their brain got a message of something that caught their eye
or sniffed something suddenly.29.Raising of their Tail into air: Simply if their tail is in air indicates
confidence and heavy excitement, like a dog seeing a cat! A tail up and in air means challenging; a
tail level with body means they are happy and contended. However, tail tucked in or low indicates
insecurity and under confidence.

30.Side tongue, hanging out from one side: This indicates that the dog is calm and very happy.
We find it often when they are in playful mood of “fetch” or when going out for a walk. In some dogs
like Boxers it may be a hanging syndrome and needs a veterinary doctor’s attention.31.Digging
holes: Some breeds (terriers)have this habit to keep their toys, bones etc their valuables in back
yard!!also to look out for any prey. 32.Aggression: Watch out their aggressive moods as they may
bite in their aggression for whatever reason. At times one dog bites another in a group of puppies
out of love and affection.33.Sleeping next to you: The dog does that to show their closeness and
affection to you and also for security and warmth. Do not be offended if your loved dog skips his
place and sleeps next to you for warmth and security. Of cource if he turns naughty and aggressive
you need to show him his dog bed. If he sleeps net to you take it as a compliment that he trusts you!
34. Paw pets: When your dog pats you with his paw it is not slapping or angry but showing his trust
and also to catch your attention.

35.Eating and cuddling: When a dog cuddles right after eating it means how much they adore you.
They want a nap immediately after they eat and what best place, they have than to cuddle next to
their most loved and favourite human being!! 36. Dog panting: Dogs pant with their tongues out
doesn’t mean they are in any danger. They do it when they are tired like after a walk or run. It is like
sweat to humans. However, as dogs don’t sweat it is this way, they cool their bodies. They may
need water at such times. By panting at times, they also let go of their pain or stress-if any.37. Eyes
movement: One of the most important to understand a dog is to observe their eye movements,
through which they show their various emotions like humans. When they are excited and happy,
they look up with wide eyes. When they are distressed or sad, they look down. A raised eye brow
means they are confused. The look of innocence mean they adore you. 38.Bowing; Bowing with
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hind legs down and front legs up with tail up and erect body. It indicates that they are in a playful
mood. Swinging hips and waging tails is common to indicate their playful behaviour. 39.Howling:
Never stop when your dog howls. They have a good reason like yelling. I t may be a way of releasing
their anger. They are not asserting their dominance over you. It is a good way too to express their
feelings.

40.Eating faces: It may mean malnutrition or a bad habit. The former take advice from your
veterinary doctor, the latter he needs a dog trainer. 41. Chewing tails: If it happens often check
with your veterinary doctor. 42.Licking Dogs ick their family of humans profousely only to show their
love and affection and trust. 43.Humping: Though it is inconvenient and embarrassing actually all
dogs do this to other dogs or animals or people again to show their affection but not necessarily
sexual or dominance. 44. Dead dog pose: When he is on his back with all four legs up like a dead
dog. It shows he is happy contended and safe. 45.Curling up: When the dog feels cold like in winter
it means that feel cold and need some blanket or something to keep them warm in winters.
46.Bringining your gifts: It is so cute that they bring they bring their toys or at times even a dead
animal to make you happy with their gift. So, don’t fret and shout if he gifs you a dead animal.

The Author Mr. K. Narayana Rao (M. No: N – 44), a Senior Practicing Chartered Accountant
is based at Visakhapatnam and Member of the Editorial Board, Waltair Times and can be
reached at kollururao@gmail.com
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The Zimbabwe ex-President will be remembered
for his great wit and his colorful language.
These are some of the raw, hilarious and
unforgettable 'Robert Mugabe quotes'

Elections during Mugabe's authoritarian rule were often marred by fraud and violence.
"When your clothes are made of cassava leaves, you don’t take a goat as a friend." "If you are ugly,
you are ugly. Stop talking about inner beauty because men don’t walk around with X-ray machines
to see inner beauty." "When one’s goat gets missing, the aroma of a neighbor’s soup gets
suspicious." "Treat every part of your towel nicely because the part that wipes your buttocks today
will wipe your face tomorrow." "Sometimes you look back at girls you spent money on, rather than
send it to your mum, and you realize witchcraft is real." "If President Barack Obama wants me to
allow marriage for same-sex couples in my country (Zimbabwe), he must come here so that I marry
him first." "Cigarette is a pinch of tobacco rolled in a piece of paper with fire on one end and a fool
on the other end." Interviewer: "Mr. President, when are you bidding the people of Zimbabwe
farewell?" Robert Mugabe: "Where are they going?" Racism will never end as long as white cars
are still using black tires; If people still use black color for bad luck and white for peace; If people
still wear white clothes to weddings and black clothes to funerals; As long as those who don’t pay
their bills are blacklisted and not ‘whitelisted’… But I don’t care as long as I still use the white tissue
paper to wipe my ass! With that only, I will always be very fine. No African girl will choose six pack
over six cars. So stop going to the gym and go to work! "How do you convince the upcoming
generations that education is the key to success when we are surrounded by poor graduates and
rich criminal?”. lf Adam & Eve were Chinese we would have been in paradise because they would
have ignored the apple and eaten thè snake. A person can love you and still cheat, just like we love
God and still sin. It’s better to sit in a bar thinking about God than to sit in a church thinking about
beer. Being kissed does not mean you are loved, ask Jesus about Judas. "If I am given a chance to
travel through time, I will go back to 1946, find Donald Trump's father and give him a condom."
Compiled from the Web by Mr. P. S. Raju, (M. N0: S – 148), a Senior Practicing Chartered
Accountant based at Visakhapatnam and Vice President, Waltair Club & Editor, Waltair Times
and can be reached at psraju@gmail.com. Mobile: +91 – 9393107777.
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AS CHINA INTRUDES ACROSS LAC
India must be alert to a larger Strategic Shift* Overall, the pattern shows the PLA’s desperate design
to snatch the lake at *Lukung*, through a three-pronged strategy of attacking from *Sirijap* in the
north, *Chushul* in the south and through the *Pangong Lake* waters, from middle.
The Army has denied that border areas with China in Ladakh had shrunk. Change in the river course
was cited as one reason for the loss of 500-1,500 metres of land annually, at places. After
downplaying the border stand-off for over two weeks, the government has finally dismissed China’s
accusations of the Indian Army crossing the Line of Actual Control. Instead, it stated that the PLA
has intruded into the Indian side of the LAC, disrupted normal patrolling, and destroyed Posts and
bridges on the *Galwan Nala* area and at *Chang-Chenmo* area.
Looking at the issue only from the LAC angle would be a mistake. Remember, in the wake of the
abrogation of Article 370 and 35A, there was a sudden outburst from Beijing over making Ladakh a
Union Territory (UT). China described India’s move as “unacceptable”, undermining its “sovereignty”
— and even raised the issue at the UNSC. India dismissed China’s assertion, termed Ladakh’s new
status as an “internal matter” having “no implication for India’s external boundaries or the LAC with
China”.
While India has pursued its core national interests in J&K, China’s response was strategic — a shift
that may have a lasting imprint on geopolitics. We have been harping on the “differing perception”
theory of the LAC for decades, but in reality China has been gaining control over a massive “disputed
territory” in Eastern Ladakh since the 1980s.
The Chinese first made encroachments into the *45-km long 'Skakjung' pastureland* in *DemchokKuyul* sector. This resulted in local *Changpas* of *Chushul, Tsaga, Nidar, Nyoma, Mud, Dungti,
Kuyul, Loma villages* gradually losing their winter grazing that sustained 80,000 sheep/ goats and
4,000 yak/ponies every winter.
Ladakh’s earlier border lay at *Kegu Naro* — a day-long march from *Dumchele*. Starting from the
*loss of Nagtsang* in *1984*, followed by *Nakung (1991)* and *Lungma-Serding (1992)*, the _last
bit of Skakjung_ was lost in *2008*. The PLA followed the *nomadic Rebos'* routes for patrolling, in
contrast to Indian authorities restricting our Rebos' movements, that subsequently led to the massive
shrinking of their pastureland and border defence zone.
By the 2000s, the PLA’s focus shifted to desolate, inhospitable *Chip Chap* which remains
inaccessible until *end-March*. After *mid-May*, _water streams impede vehicles moving across
*Shyok, Galwan*, and *Chang-Chenmo* rivers_ leaving only a month and a half for effective
patrolling by the Indian side. No human beings inhabit here, a 1962 war site, and an earlier entry
point into Ladakh for Uyghurs and Tibetans. Local Ladakh Scouts personnel manned the Posts
here, but patrolling in the *972 sq km Trig Height area* has been lax.
Easier accessibility allowed the PLA to intrude into *Chip Chap Valley* with impunity during JulyAugust — its regulars usually spent a few hours before crossing back. But, during the *21-day
Depsang stand-off in 2013*, when *Burtse* became a flashpoint, the PLA set up remote camps *1819 kms inside* Indian territory.
The Shyam Saran Report of *August 2013* made a chilling revelation of India having *lost 640 sq
kms* due to “area denial” set by PLA patrolling. The government denied the report, but Chinese
soldiers virtually _prevented Indian troops from getting access to *Rakinala* near *Daulat Beg-Oldi*
(DBO)_, where the IAF reactivated the world’s highest landing strips in *2008*. This plus the
reopening of *Fukche* and *Nyoma* airbases perhaps provoked the PLA’s intrusion in *Depsang*.
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The Army then denied that border areas under its control aling the LAC in Ladakh had shrunk.
Change in the river course was cited as a reason for the loss of 500-1,500 metres of land annually.
India’s stepped-up construction activities may have provoked China into accusing India of altering
the LAC position. Despite topographical challenges and corruption, the BRO has lately fast-tracked
the *260 km long Shyok-DBO road* construction, that probably triggered the PLA intrusion in early
May sparking the current Galwan stand-off. Towards the south at Pangong Tso, forces had physical
scuffles over area-denial, for patrolling at *Sirijap* on May 5-6 and on May 11. The situation remains
tense at Sirijap’s *Cliff Spurs* and also at the *Pangong Tso*, _where troops are chasing each other
in high-speed patrol boats_. Clearly, intrusions are part of China’s never-ending efforts *_to push
Indian troops westwards of the Indus and Shyok rivers_* and reach the 1960 claimed line.
Out of the *857 sq km long border* in Ladakh only *368 sq kms* is the International Border, and the
rest of the *489 sq kms*, it is the *LAC*. The two traditional disputed points included *Trig Heights*
and *Demchok*. At *eight spots*, the two sides have differing perceptions — *Samar Lungpa - 176
sq kms, Depsang Plains - 972 sq kms, Hot Spring - 38 sq kms, Changlung - 13 sq kms, KungkalaPhobrang - 5 sq kms, Sarjap - 129 sq kms, Spanguur - 24 sq kms, and Dhumtsele - 25 sq kms*. But
lately, China has raised two fresh dispute points at *Pangong Tso - 83 sq kms* and at *Chumar*
where it claims *80 sq kms*. The old dispute sites were _at the end point of Pangong Tso_ and at
_Chushul_ — the 1962 battle-site.
The *Sirijap Range* on the northern bank of the lake remains most contested, from which several
cliff spurs jut out — the “finger series” *1* to *8*. India’s LAC claim line is at Finger-8, but the actual
position is only up to *Finger-4*. The Chinese are _asserting further west to claim 83 sq kms here_.
The PLA has built a *4.5 km long road* to prevent patrolling by Indian troops. The PLA’s road
network from here extends to their *Huangyangtan Base* located near National Highway *G-219*.
Further south in *Demchok*, China claims some *150 sq kms*. The PLA has built massive
infrastructure on its side, _and moved *armoured troops* into *Charding Nalla* since *2009*_.
Tibetan nomads brought by the PLA pitched tents on *Hemis Monastery’s land*, throughout 20182019.
In *Chumar*, China claims *80 sq kms*, and _probably wants a straight border from Pt-4925 to Pt5318_, to bring *Tible Mane* (stupa) area under its control. For India, holding of *Chumar* is critical
for the _safety of the Manali-Leh suply route_. Remember, the PLA demanded removal of India’s
fortified positions in *Burtse (2013)* and *Demchok* and *Chumar (2014)*, for its pull-back.
Overall, the pattern shows the PLA’s desperate design to snatch the *lake at Lukung* through a
three-pronged strategy of attacking from Sirijap in the north, Chushul in the south and through the
lake waters from middle. This is the _key chokepoint_ from where the Chinese can cut off Indian
access to the entire flank of *Chip Chap plains, Aksai Chin in the east and Shyok Valley to the north*,
which means that _Indian control is pushed to the west of the Shyok river and south of the Indus
river_, forcing India to accept both rivers as natural boundaries. And once China gets control of the
southern side of the Karakoram it can easily move during war towards the Siachen Glacier from the
Depsang corridor. That would be disastrous for future Indian defence, leaving the strategic Nubra
vulnerable, possibly impacting even India’s hold over Siachen.
China’s access to *Changla-pass* through Lukung and *Tangtse* would threaten the entire Indus
Valley.
Compiled from the Web by Mr. P. S. Raju, FCA., (S-148), a Senior Practicing Chartered
Accountant based at Visakhapatnam and Vice President, Waltair Club & Editor, Waltair Times
and can be reached at psraju@gmail.com.
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NOTICE BOARD
Announcements
(Some of these are subject to Lock Down being lifted and the Club allowed to function by the
authorities).
1. With effective from 18th October, 2019 the movies will be screened on Fridays at 6.30 PM due to
Winter Season.
2. This is to inform Members will not be allowed to have, more than 4 guests, in their chamber rooms.
Guests should follow general dress code, when they are in Restaurant/ Bar/ Corridors/ Reception.
3. Due to increase in prices of liquor by APBCL, the revised prices are as follows from 23.10.2019.
Increased rates as follows: Liquor 30 ml 04/-, Beer 330ml 10/-, Beer 650ml 20/- and Breezer 20/4. We request the Members to respond, to our appealfor reduction of multiple number of copies of
Waltair Times, to be posted to the same address. This can easily be done by sending an email from
an address registered with the Club or sign on the papers available in the Club office. All the requests
will be registered and dispatches stopped. This would result in saving paper and thereby the
environment.
5. "All are requested to submit their articles, member's honor, announcements, advertisements,
obituary references etc., before 25th of every month, to avoid delay in bringing out Waltair Times".
6.This is to inform all the Members that Dining Hall guest charges are revised from Rs.50/-to Rs.100/w.e.f. 14.12.2019.
7.The Managing Committee has decided to revise the Guest Charges in Weekends (Friday to
Sunday) w.e.f. 16.12.2019 as per below. Monday to Thursday - Rs.100/- Friday to Sunday - Rs.150/Please co-operate with us.
8. The Managing Committee has decided to increase the rate of Executive Lunch from Rs.40/- to
Rs.50/- (plus tax) w.e.f. 15.02.2020.
9.The members are requested to register their cars at the office and should have the "Waltair Club
Member" sticker displayed on the front windshield of the car. Those who do not have the sticker
should register at the office and get one. From 7th March 2020 onwards the cars that are not
registered and without sticker cars will be stopped and checked for the same into the Club. This will
be strictly implemented. Managing Committee requests the co-operation of the members in this
regard.
10.Please be careful and alert. Please alert all family and friends not to open the door to any person
or group claiming to be in charge of any party to sanitize homes from the virus. These criminals have
looted many houses with this deceptive method. *Please circulate as broadly as necessary. There
are NO groups intended for sanitization in homes being sent by Govt. (With Image alert-corona –
sanitization.
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11. Due to the current lockdown Waltair Club is unable to send physical copies of Bills. These will be
sent by email for which your kind cooperation is requested in updating your email address using the
following unique url (will be unique for each member). You may also pay your outstanding dues on
the website or using club Android app http://bit.ly/2TzCgDi.
12. Further, March Issue of Waltair Times (PDF) will be sent to your email and also uploaded to the
website of the Club.
The Editor and Managing Committee are constantly endeavouring to improve the standard
and usefulness of Waltair Times. Members, please send us your opinions and suggestions
pertaining to the content or design of the club magazine - both bouquets and brickbats are
welcome either by sms, what’s app or in the Club Website.

 పొగాకు నమలటమే కాదు, ఉమ్మి వయేటం కూడా ప్రాణతంకం కావచ్చు , దీనిద్వా రా COVID-19 వ్యా ధి సంప్రకమ్మంచ
వచ్చు ,. జాప్రరతతగా ఉండండి, సార్ా జనిక ప్రరదేశాలలో ఉమ్మి వేయకండి. భార్త ప్రరభుతా ం ద్వా రా ప్రరజహితవు
కై విడుదల చేయబడినది. పొగాకు, గుట్కా , ఖైని తినడం ప్రాణంతకం మరియు వ్యటిని తినన తరాా త బహిర్ంర
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ప్రరదేశాలోో ఉమ్మి వేయడం ఇతరుల ప్రాణలకు ముప్పు కలిగిస్తంది. అప్రరమతతంగా ఉండండి, బహిర్ంర
ప్రరదేశాలపై ఉమ్మి వేయవదుు. ప్రరజా ప్రరయోజనాల కోసం భార్త ప్రరభుతా ం జారీ చేసినది.
 Please be aware that a batch of six to seven persons are entering the Apartments and seeking

donations for poor feeding. When a Resident of Sahodra Mansion refused and questioned their
entry and called the watchman. The watchman tried questioning them, they thrashed him and
escaped in auto. It is requested that please keep your gates closed and let the watchman be alert.
The police have started the investigation and similar incidents happened at MVP colony.
Post lockdown new modus of operations.
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Virus ‘does not spread easily’ from contaminated surfaces or animals
The coronavirus primarily spreads from person to person and not easily from a contaminated
surface. That is the takeaway from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The revised
guidance now states, in headline-size type, “The virus spreads easily between people.” It also notes
that the coronavirus, which causes the disease covid-19, “is spreading very easily and sustainably
between people.” The CDC made another key change to its website, clarifying what sources are not
major risks. Under the new heading “The virus does not spread easily in other ways,” the agency
explains that touching contaminated objects or surfaces does not appear to be a significant mode
of transmission. The same is true for exposure to infected animals.
CDC spokeswoman Kristen Nordlund said Thursday that the revisions were the product of an
internal review and “usability testing.” “Our transmission language has not changed,” Nordlund said.
“Covid-19 spreads mainly through close contact from person to person.” The virus travels through
the droplets a person produces when talking or coughing, the CDC website says. An individual does
not need to feel sick or show symptoms to spread the submicroscopic virus. Close contact means
within about six feet, the distance at which a sneeze flings heavy droplets.
Example after example have shown the microbe’s affinity for density. The virus has spread easily in
nursing homes, prisons, cruise ships and meatpacking plants — places where many people are
living or working in proximity. A recent CDC report described how a choir practice in Washington
state in March became a super-spreader event when one sick person infected as many as 52 others.
“Direct contact with people has the highest likelihood of getting infected — being close to an infected
person, rather than accepting a newspaper or a FedEx guy dropping off a box,” said virologist
Vincent Munster, a researcher in the virus ecology section at Rocky Mountain Laboratories, a
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases facility in Hamilton, Mont. Munster and his
colleagues showed in laboratory experiments that the virus remained potentially viable on
cardboard for up to 24 hours and on plastic and metal surfaces for up to three days. But the virus
typically degrades within hours when outside a host.
The change to the CDC website, without formal announcement or explanation, concerns Angela L.
Rasmussen, a virologist at the Columbia University Mailman School of Public Health. “A persistent
problem in this pandemic has been lack of clear messaging from governmental leadership, and this
is another unfortunate example of that trend,” Rasmussen said. “It could even have a detrimental
effect on hand hygiene and encourage complacency about physical distancing or other measures.”
Right-wing social media exploited the website tweaks this week. Fox News commentator Sean
Hannity promoted a “breaking” report about the change. But the previous version of the website,
archived May 1, includes the same statement about surfaces as the current version: “It may be
possible that a person can get COVID-19 by touching a surface or object that has the virus on it and
then touching their own mouth, nose, or possibly their eyes. This is not thought to be the main way
the virus spreads, but we are still learning more about this virus.”
Rasmussen said the new CDC language will not alter her habits. “I wash my hands after handling
packages and wipe down shared surfaces with household disinfectant,” she said. “In my opinion,
that’s all that is necessary to reduce risk.” And if people find comfort in “quarantining” their mail or
wiping down plastic packaging with disinfectant, “there’s no harm in doing that,” Rasmussen said.
“Just don’t wipe down food with disinfectant.”
Compiled from the Web by Mr. P. S. Raju, FCA., (M. No. S – 148), a Senior Practicing Chartered
Accountant based at Visakhapatnam and Vice President, Waltair Club & Editor, Waltair Times
and can be reached at psraju@gmail.com. Mobile: + 91 – 9393107777.
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OBITUARY REFERENCES
We regret to announce the sad demise of our Members. May their souls rest in peace.

Mr.M.Masthan Reddy
(M.No. M-106) expired on 2-3-2020

Mr.G.Ramaiah
(M.No. R-120) expired on 26-3-2020
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TIT BITS
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Compiled from the Web by Mr. P. S. Raju, (M. No: S – 148), a Senior Practicing Chartered
Accountant based at Visakhapatnam and Vice President, Waltair Club & Editor, Walatair
Times and can be reached at psraju@gmail.com. Mobile: +91 – 9393107777.
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అమ్మ కావాలా*....*అమెరికాకావాలా!!!
ఈ మధ్య
ఒకానొక ఖరీదైన వృద్ధాశ్రమానికి వెళ్ళా ను.
ఖరీదైనదని ఎందుకన్నా నంటే అకక డునా వాళ్ళా ద్ధద్ధపు
ఎన్నా రైల తల్లత
ి ంశ్డులు. నెలవారీ చెల్లం
ి పులు డాలర్ ిలోనే
ఉంటాయి. వృద్ధాశ్రమంలో తమ తల్లి తంశ్డులు సుఖంగా
బతకాలని పిలలు
ి
భారీగానే డబ్బు
చెల్లసు
ి తంటారు.
ద
ద
ఇకక డునా
చాలా మందికి పె పె
ద
ద ఇళ్ళా , కందరికి
సుత
పొలాలు, ఆ లూ ఉన్నా యి. ఎవవ రూ చూసేవాళ్ళా లేక,
పెదద పెదద ఇళ్ా లోి
బిక్కక బిక్కక మంటూ ఉండలేక
ద్ధ
లో
వృ ా శ్రమా ి చేరుతున్నా రు.
విదేశాలోి ఉంటునా పిలలు
ి
చేరిి సుతన్నా రు. నేను వెళ్ళా టప్ి టికి ర్ఘురం అనే ఒక ఎన్నా రై
అకక డున్నా డు. ఆయన తల్లి ఆశ్రమంలో ఉన్నా రు. ఆరు నెలలకోసారి వసాతడట ఆయన. ఆయనతో
మాటాిడాలనిపించంది. ఆశ్రమం బయట ఉనా గుటల
ట
వేపు నడుస్తత వెళ్ళా ం. "మీ అమమ గారికి
ఇపుి డెలా ఉంది" అడిగాను. "బాగానే ఉంది. వయసు మీదప్డింది. ఓలేజ్
ే రిలేటెడ్ శ్ోబం
ి స్ అంతే."
అన్నా డు. "ఆమెకి హటాతుతగా ఏమైన్న అయితే ఎలా?" "హం వాళ్ళా చూసుక్కంటారు. న్నక్క ఇంఫార్మమ
చేసాతరు. జూబిలీ హిల్స్ లో పెదద ఇలుింది శ్ోప్రీ టస్ ఉన్నా య్.. హటాతుతగా డాడి చనిోతే తప్ి నిసరి
ప్రిస్థతు
ి లోి ఇకక డుంచాం." "అమెరికా తీసుకెళ్ళా చ్చు గా." "శ్ప్యాణం చేయలేనంది"

"ఇకక డ ఇలుింది, ఆసుతలున్నా య్ కద్ధ ఇంక అమెరికాలోనే ఎందుక్కండడం.?" ర్ఘురం చవ్వవ న
తలెత్తత న్న వేపు చూసాడు. "ఇకక డుండలేమండీ" "ఎందుక్కండలేరు?' "న్న వైఫ్,పిలలు
ి
రరు. అమెరికా
జీవితానికి అలవాటు ప్డితే వదలడం కష్ం
ట ." "ఏమందకక డ?" "ఏమి లేదో చెప్ి ండి." "మీక్క
జనమ నిచు న అమమ అకక డ లేదుగా" "వస్తత, ోతూ ఉంటాగా" "సారీ...నేనిలా మాటాిడుతున్నా నని వేరే
అనుకోకండి. నేను ఈ అంరం మీద ప్రిశోధ్న చేసుతన్నా . ఎన్నా ఓలేజ్
ే హంలు త్తరుగుతుంటాను.
ఎంతో మంది తల్లత
ి ంశ్డులతో మాటాిడుతుంటాను. వాళ్ా అనుభవాలు, పిలల
ి మీద వాళ్ా శ్ేమలు
కళ్ా లోి నీళ్ళా తెపిి సుతంటాయి. లోప్ల ఎంత బాధ్ ఉన్నా పిలలు
ి
విదేశాలోి ఉండడానిా వాళ్ళా
సమరిసుత
ా ంటారు." "మా అమమ కూడా అంతేనండి" "అమమ లందరూ అంతే ర్ఘురం గారూ. ఇకక డ
కూరుు ంద్ధమా. మా అమమ గురించ మీక్క చెప్పి లనిపిస్త ంది" అన్నా ను .
"తప్ి క్కండా,అమమ కూడా నిశ్దోతోంది" అన్నా డు ర్ఘురం.
అకక డునా ఓ బంచీ మీద కూరుు న్నా ం. "మా అమమ న్ననా లకి నేనొకక డినే. పిజి చేస్థ వచేు సాతనని వెళ్ళా
అకక డే అమెరికాలో ఉండిోయాను. పిజి అయిోయింది, మంచ ఉదోయ గమొచు ంది. పెళ్ళా చేసారు,
పిలలు
ి
పుటుటకచాు రు. విలాసవంతమైన జీవితం, వీకెండ్ ప్పరీ టలు, శ్ప్యాణాలు. అపుి డపుి డూ
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ఇండియా రవడం, చ్చటాటలాి ఉండి వెళ్ా డం. న్ననా

మంచ ఉదోయ గంలో ఉండడంతో ఇంట్లి

ప్నిచేసేవాళ్ా కి లోటులేదు. ఓ రశ్త్త న్ననా హటాతుతగా గుండె ోటుతో చనిోయాడు. రవంతో అమమ ఆ
రశ్తంతా ఉంది. షాక్ లోకి వెళ్ళా ోయింది. న్ననా చనిోయాడని ఆమె మనసు రికార్మ ే చేసుకోలేదు.
మూడు రోజుల తరవ త నేనొసేత వచాు వా, న్ననా ని ఆసుప్శ్త్తలో జాయిన్ చేస్థ న్నక్క చూపించడం లేదు"
అంది. న్నక్క ఏడుపు తనుా కస్త ంది. అమమ

ఏడవడం లేదు. హాస్థి టల్స కి ోద్ధమంటుంది.

అమమ చ్చటూట బంధువ్వలున్నా రు. అర్గంట తరవ త మారుు రీ నుండి న్ననా రవానిా తెచాు రు. ఆయనకి
ఆఖరి సాా నం చేయిసుతనా పుి డు అమమ విరుచ్చక్కప్డిోయింది. న్ననా

లేడని అర్ ామైంది. అంతా

మగిస్థోయింది. అమమ ని అమెరికా ోద్ధం ర్మమ న్నా ను. రనంది. ఈ ఇంటితో, మీ న్ననా తో ఏభై ఏళ్ా
అనుబంధ్ం న్నది. ఇకక డే ఉంటాను. ఎకక డికీ రనంది.
న్న ప్రిస్థత్త
ి మీరు ఊహించగలర్నుక్కంటాను. అమమ కి నేనొకక డినే, ఆమె ఆరోగయ ం అంతంత మాశ్తమే.
ఎన్నా ర్కాల మందులేసుక్కంటుంది. న్ననా ఇన్నా ళ్ళా అమమ ని చూసుక్కన్నా డు. రేప్టి నుండి ఎలా.
ఒంటరిగా

ఉనా

ఓ

దగ గర్

బంధువ్వను

అమమ

దగ గరుంచ

నేను

వెళ్ళా ోయాను...

వెళ్ళా ను కానీ ప్దిహేను రోజులోినే త్తరిగొచాు ను. మళ్ళా వెళ్ళా ను. మళ్ళా వచాు ను. న్న త్తరుగుళ్ళా ఇంట్లి
గొడవలు రేప్పయి. న్న శ్ప్యాణ ఖరుు లు విప్రీతంగా పెరిోయాయి. అంత పెదద ఇంటిలో ఒకక రీ త
ఉంటునా అమమ గురుత కసేత మదద దిగేది కాదు. తన తోడుని కోలోి యి పుటెడు
ట
దుుఃఖంలో ఉనా అమమ
గుర్తతచు ఏడేు వాడిని. న్న జీవితమంతా అమమ ప్ంచన శ్ేమ, లాలన మరిు ోయి యంశ్తంలా మారిన
న్న బతుక్క ప్టి న్నకే అసహయ ం వేసేది. ఓ ర్తజు న్న పిలల్ల
ి దరి
ద నీ కూరోు బటి ట న్న ప్రిస్థత్త
ి గురించ చెప్పి ను.
"న్ననీతో

స్కక ప్

లో

మాటాిడొచ్చు గా

డాడీ"

అని

మాశ్తమే

అన్నా రు.

"నేను

ఇండియా

వెళ్ళా ోవాలనుక్కంటున్నా ను."
"వాట్...ఆ మసలామె కోసం నీ కెరీర్మ ప్పడుచేసుక్కంటావా?" అంది న్న భార్య . "డాడీ...ఆ డరీ ట ఇండియాకి
మేమ రం." ఇదరూ
ద
ఒకేసారి అరిచారు.
రోకీ నేను చచు ోతే మీ అమమ ని కూడా నేను వదిలేస్థనటుట వదిలేసాతవా? మగుగరూ బితతర్ోయారు. నేను
మిమమ ల్లా

ర్మమ ని అడగడం లేదు. మీ చదువ్వలు ప్పడవ్వతాయని న్నకూ తెలుసు. మీరు ఇకక డే

ఉండండి. నేను వెళ్తాను. ద్ధని మీద చాలా అరుమె
గ ంట్్ జరిగాయి.
"ఇంత మంచ జీవితానిా చు న అమెరికాని వదిలేస్థ ఇండియా ోతానంటున్నా వ్ ఏమంది డాడీ అకక డ"
అంది న్న కూతురు "అకక డ మా అమమ ంది. న్న మీద శ్ప్పణాలనిా
అమమ ందమామ అకక డ. ననుా

పెటుటక్కని పెంచన మా

కని పెంచన న్న కనా తల్లని
ి వంటరిగా వదిలేయలేనమామ " అంటూ

ఏడాు ను. గుండెలవిసేలా ఏడాు ను. ఆ తరవ త నెల రోజులోి అనీా సరే దసుక్కని, ఉదోయ గానికి రెజైన్ చేసీ
ఇండియా వచేు సాను.
నేనొచు

ఐదేళ్ా యియ ంది. మా న్ననా

మీద బంగతో, అన్నరోగయ ంతో అమమ

వెళ్ళా ోయింది. అమమ తో

గడిపిన ఈ ఐదేళ్ళా న్నక్క ఎంతో తృపితని, సంతోషానిా ఇచాు యి. ఆ తరవ త న్న భారయ పిలలూ
ి
కూడా
వచేు సారు. చాలా కాలం గా ఇలా ఓలేజ్
ే హం లు త్తరుగుతూ న్న కధ్ చెబ్బతుంటాను. అమెరికా కంటే
అమెమ ంత గొప్ి దో చెబ్బతుంటాను." ర్ఘురం కళ్ా లోి నీళ్ళా . ననుా వదిలేస్థ వడి వడిగా వాళ్ా మమ గది
వైపు వెళ్ళా ోయాడు.
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"తల్లద
ి ంశ్డులు

జీవించ

ఉండగానే

మనసార

సేవించ

మనబాలయ ంలో

వారు

ప్ంచన

ఆప్పయ యతానురగాలను త్తరిగి ప్ంచ కనా వారి ఋణం తీరుు కోండి. కాలం కరిగిోయిన తరువాత ఎంత
ఏడిు న్న ఏమి ప్ల్ల?
*వెంప్ట రంకర్మ న్నరయణ క్కమార్మ,
ఎడిటర్మ,.
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*పారిజాతాపహరణం*

By Mr. D. Dakshina Murthy (M. No: D - 18)

పారిజాతాపహరణం గ్రంధ రచయిత నంది తిమ్మ న . ఈయననే
ముక్కు తిమ్మ న అని కూడా అంటారు . ఈయన శ్ర ీ కృష్ ణ
దేవరాయాలి ఆస్థాన అష్ ట దిర గజ కవులలో ఒకరు . రాయల వారి
వివాహ సమ్యంలో ఈయన అరణపు కవిగా వచ్చా రు . అనగా
పూరవ ం రాజుల వివాహ సమ్యంలో అతాా రింటికి వెళ్లే
ఆడపిలల
ే తో పాటు చెలికత్తాలను కూడా పంపేవారు అదేవిధంగా
నంది తిమ్మ నగారు శ్ర ీ కృష్దే
ణ వరాయల వివాహ సమ్యం
లో అయన అతావారింటి నుండి వచ్చా రు .
నారదుడు ఇంగ్ర లోకంలో ఇంగ్దుడు తనక్క భాహుమ్తిగా
ఇచ్చా న అపురూప పుష్ప ం(ఆ పువువ
ను ధరిస్తా ఎపప టికి
ఎవవ నులుగా ఉంటారని నమ్మ కం . ఆ వృక్షం దేవలోకంలో
మాగ్తమే వుండేది) పారిజాతానిి ద్వవ రకలో ఉని శ్ర ీ కృష్ణణడికి
ఇస్థాడు . అపుప డు కృష్ణణడు రుకిమ ణి దేవి అంతః పురం లో
వునాి రు. ఆ పువువ ను ఎదురుగా వుని రుకిమ ణికి ఇవావ లా? సతయ
భామ్క్క ఇవావ లా అని
సందిగాావసలో
ా
వుని
కృష్ణణడికి
నారదుడు రుకిమ ణికి ఇమ్మ ని సైర చేస్థాడు . ద్వంతో కృష్ణణడు
రుకిమ ణికి ఇస్థాడు. రుకిమ ణి దేవి ని నారదుడు పొగుడుతాడు . జరిగిన వృతాా ంతానిి అంతటిని చ్చలవలు
పలవలు చేసి చెలికత్తా సతయ భామ్క్క చెబుతంది . అది విని సతయ భామ్ తోక తొకిు న ఆడగ్తాచు
పాముల లేస్ాంది. నెయియ పోస్తా బగుగన మ్ండిన మ్ంటలా లేస్ాంది. ఆభరణాలను తీసివేసి కోపరృహానికి
వెళ్ల ే తనలో తాను భార పడుతూ వుంటుంది. మ్ర వారి గ్పేమ్ ఎదురుగా ఉని పుప డే లేకపోతే వుండదు
అనుక్కంటుంది. తనక్క అవమానం జరిగినటుేగా భావించ్చ భారపడుతంటుంది. పరిసితి
ా ని అంచనా
వేసిన శ్ర ీకృష్ణణడు నారదుడి స్తవక్క గ్పదుయ ముి డిని పురమాయించ్చ తాను సతయ భామ్ రృహానికి వెళ్తాడు.
కోప రృహంలో వునాి సతయ భామ్ వరక్క
ా వెళ్ల.ే
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"సతాయ ఎనుాక్కఇలా వునాి వు ఆభరణాలు ఎందుక్క ధరించలేదు . ఎపుప డు బంగారు రంగు అంచు
కలిగిన కావిరంగు (కాషాయ రంగు )చీరలే కటుటక్కనే ద్వనివి మాసిన చీర ఎందుక్క కటుటక్కనాి వు . నినుి
ఎవరయినా ఎమ్నాి అనాి రా? చెపుప ఇపుప డే వాళ్ళ గ్పాణాలు తీసి వేస్థాను" అని అనునయం గా
అడుగుతాడు . ద్వనికి సతయ "ఎందుక్క లేనిపోని గ్పేమ్లు క్కరుపిస్థారు మీక్క ఎకు డ నిజం ర గ్పేమ్
వుంటే అకు డికే వెళ్ళ ండి. అయిన గోపాలుడికి మ్నమ ర రహస్థయ లు ఎలా త్తలుస్థాయి ఇనాి ళ్ళళ అతాగారు
దేవకీ దేవి స్తవకి అంరరికంటే ముందుగా నేనే వెళ్లళ ద్వనిి ఇపుప డు ఎ మొహం పెటుటక్కని వెళ్ళ ను .
అంరరు నా చ్చటుగా ననుి చూసి నవువ క్కంటూ వుంటే నేను తల
ఎతాక్కని ఎలా తిరరను? "అని కటువుగా సమాధానం చేభుతంది.
అపుప డు కృష్ణణడు సతాయ నా వాళ్ళ ఏరయినా పొరబాటు జరిగితే
ననుి
క్షమంచు అంతే కాని ననుి
దూరం పెటక్క
ట
నేను
భరించలేను అని జరతాప లక్కడు తన శిరస్ు ను సతయ భామ్ దేవి
క్కడి కాలి పారం మీర వుంచ్చ అడుగుతాడు . సతయ భామ్ తన ఎడమ్
కాలి తో అకిలాండనాయక్కడి శిరస్ు ని తోసివేస్ాంది. అయిన
కృష్ణణడు భార పడక కోపం తో వుని కాంతలు వుచ్చథానుచ్చథములు
ఎరురరు అనుక్కని, నాసిరస్ు తోసివేసినందుక్క నాక్క భార లేదు
నా శిరస్ు కిరీటం తగిలి నీ స్క్కమారమ్యిన పారం కందిందేమో
చుస్కొఅని గ్పేమ్గా అంటాడు . అయిన సతయ
కోపం
తర గకపోవడంతో కోపానికి అసలు కారణం పువువ అని త్తలుస్క్కని
"పిచ్చా ద్వనా పువువ కోసం భార పడతావా నీ పెరట్లే పారిజాత
వృక్షానేి నాటతాను . అని చెపప డం తో సతయ భామ్ దేవే కాక అంతః
పురం అంతా సంతోష్ం వెలివి
ే రుస్ాంది. అనంతరం ఇంగ్రలోకం
వెళ్ల ే సతాయ శ్ర ీకృష్ణణలు అడుు వచ్చా న వారితో యురం
ధ చేసి ఆ పారిజాత వృక్షానిి భూమ మీరక్క త్తస్థారు
. గ్రంధ రచన చేయడానికి కారణం; ఒక స్థరి శ్రగ్రరీ కృష్ ణ దేవరాయలు వారు అయన భారయ
ఉద్వయ నవనంలోని సరస్ు లో జలకాలాడుతనాి రు . రాయల వారు నీటితో ఆయన భారయ ను
కొడుతనాి ర ." అపుప డు ఆవిడ మ్మోరకే తాడయత ". అంది రాయల వారు మ్ము (మ్మ్మ లిి )
మొరకే (క్కడుములతో )తడయతా (కొటం
ట డి )అని అరరం చేస్క్కని , ఇదేమటి రాణి గారు ఇలా
అనాి రు ఒక వేల ఆవిడక్క అది సరద్వ ఏమో అని మ్నస్ు లో అనుక్కని "ఎవరకు డ"
అనాి రు. వెంటనే భేతలు పరిగెతాకొచ్చా రు వారితో క్కడుములు తేమ్మ నాి రు. వాళ్ళళ పరుగు పరుగున
వెళ్ల ే క్కడుములు త్తచ్చా రాజుగారికి ఇచ్చా రు. వాటితో ఆయన రాణి గారిని కొటడ
ట ం గ్పారంభంచ్చరు.
ద్వంతో ఆవిడ "మీరు గొపప స్థహితీ సమ్రాంరణ చగ్కవరి ా అంటారు పామ్రుడి లా చ్చనాి పద్వనికి
అరరం త్తలుస్కోలేకపోయారు . నేను మ్ము (మ్మ్మ లిి ) న వురకే
తాడయత (నీటితో కొటదు
ట ా )అనాి ను . అని చెపప గా రాయల వారు ఆవడ
అని మాటలక్క అలిగి ఆవిడ అంతః పురానికి వెళ్ళ డం మానివేశారు.
ద్వంతో భార పడిన రాణి గారు తన పుటిం
ట టి నుండి వచ్చా న ,తన తరుపు
పెరా అయిన నంది తిమ్మ న గారితో జరిగిన విష్యం చెపిప భార
పడుతంది . అపుప డు నంది తిమ్మ న గారు రాయల వారి మ్నస్
మార్ా ందుక్క గాను పారిజాతాపహరణ గ్రంధానిి రచ్చంచ్చ ఆయనక్క
అంకితం ఇచ్చా రు . ద్వనిలోని అంతరారాధనిి (భారయ అలిగి నపుడు భర ా
ఆమెను భతిమాలినా తపుప లేదు) గ్రహించ్చన రాయలవారు తిరిగి
రాణిగారి
అంతః
పురానికి
వెలనా
ే రంభంచ్చరు. సభుయ లంరరికి
ా
నమ్స్థు రం. మ్నలో చ్చలామ్ందికి మాతృభాష్ అయిన త్తలుగు పూరిగా
క
విసమ రింపబడిన సమ్యంలో మ్న శ్ ే్ మాస పగ్తిక సంపారక్కల
సౌజనయ ం తో రత 3 నెలలుగా నాక్క తోచ్చనవేవో రాసి పంపిస్ానాి ను. ఐతే
అవి మీక్క నచుా తనాి యో, లేదో త్తలియదు. ఖాళీ గా ఉని పుప డు ఎదో
ఒకటి చరవడం, రాయడం చ్చని పప టినుండి అలవాటు. ఇలా రాసిన
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వాయ స్థలు ఇంకా చ్చలా వునాి యి. కరోనా కాలం నాక్క కలిసి వచ్చా ంది. ఖాళీగా ఉండలేక భారవతం
మ్రోమారు చదువుతనాి ను. భారవత పఠనమ్ంటే. అమ్ృతానిి రండు చేతలతోనూ తారడమే.
మీరంరరూ అనుమ్తిస్తా భారవతం లో కొనిి అదుు తమైన ఘటాటలని రాయాలని ఉంది. ఊరికే
రాయడం వలన ఉపయోరం ఏముంది. అలనాడు అలస్థ
ే ని పెరనా
ా రుయ లు చెపిప నటుే " రమ్ణి గ్పియ
దూతిక త్తచ్చా ఇచేా కపుప ర విడెము " లేకపోయినా ఆస్థవ దించ రలిగిన పాఠకోతాములు ఉంటే అంతే
చ్చలు. మీ అభగ్పాయాలను నిర్మమ హమాటం గా నా mail id (dmdurvasula@gmail.com) లేద్వ నా what's
app no 9346434348 కి పంప వలసినదిగా గ్పార ధన. మీక్క నచ్చా నా నచా కపోయినా ఫరవాలేదు. మీ
సప ంరన కోసం ఎదురు చూస్ాంటాను.

The Author is Mr. Durvasula Dakshina Murthy (M. No. D – 18), is a Senior Practicing Advocate
based at Visakhapatnam and Member of the Legal Committee, Waltair Club and can be
reached at dmdurvasula@gmail.com. Mobile: +91 – 9346434348.
సభ్యా లందరికి న్మ స్కా రం. మన్లో చాలామందికి మాతృభ్యష అయిన్ తెలుగు పూరిగాి
విసమ రింపబడిన్ సమయంలో మన్ క్బ మాస పత్రిక్ సంపాదకుల సౌజన్ి ిం తో గత 3
ి న న్ ను. ఐతే అవి మీకు నుచ చ తున్న న్యో, లేదో
నెలలుగా న్న కు తోచిన్వే వో రాసి పంపిసిన్
తెలియదు.ఖాళీ గా ఉన్న ప్పు డు ఎదో ఒక్టి చదవడం, రాయడం చిన్న ప్ప టినుండి అలవాటు.
ఇలా రాసిన్ వాి సా లు ఇంకా చాలా వున్న న్యి. క్రోన్న కాలం న్న కు క్లిసి వచిిు ింది. ఖాళీగా
ఉండలేక్ భ్యగవతం మరోమారు చదువుతున్న న్ ను. భ్యగవత పఠన్మ ంటే. అమృతాన్న న్ రండు
చేతులతోనూ తాగడమే. మీరందరూ అనుమిస ి ి భ్యగవతం లో కొన్న న్ అదుిు తమైన్ ఘట్టా
లన్న
రాయా లన్న
ఉంది. ఊరికే రాయడం వలన్ ఉపయోగం ఏమంది. అలన్న డు
అలబసా న్న పెదదన్న రుి లు చెపిిు న్టనుాబ " రమణి త్రతపియ దూిక్ తెచిిు ఇచేిు క్ప్పు ర విడెమ
" లేక్పోయిన్న ఆస్కా దించ గలిగిన్ పాఠకోిమలు ఉంటే అంతే చాలు. మీ అభిత్రతపాయా లను
న్న రమ మ హమాటం గా న్న mail id (dmdurvasula@gmail.com) లేదా న్న what's app no
9346434348 కి పంప వలసిన్దిగా త్రతపారన్ధ . మీకు న్దిుచ న్న నుచ క్పోయిన్న ఫరవాలేదు. మీ సు
ిందన్ కోసం – Author Mr. D. Dakshina Murthy(dmdurvasula@gmail.com).
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*శాలువా నాకేందుకు ఆరటి పళ్ళు ఇస్త ే ఓక
పూట గడిచేదిగా అన్న మాజీ ముఖ్య మేంత్రి*

నాలుగో ా
క్ల స ్ చదువుతున్న ఓ కుఱ్ఱాడు తన్ పరీక్ష ఫీజు కు మూడు రూపాయలు లేక ,వాటికోసం తన్
ఊరుకు 25 మైళ్ళ దూరంలో ఉన్న
వాళ్ళ
బావగారంటికి ాలిన్డకన్ బయలేరా
ే డు.తీరాచేసి
గ్
బావగారంటికి
వెడితే
'నాద గర
మాత్తం
ఎకుు డునాన యిరా'అనాన డా
బావ
గారు.
చేసేదేమందనుకుంటూ ాళ్ళళ డుు కుంటూ 25 మైళ్ళళ తిరగి న్డుచుకుంటూ ఇంటికొచేు శాడు ఆ
కుఱ్ఱాడు. ఆ పరసితి
ి
కి తల్డి
స లిపో
స యిన్ ఆతని తలిస తన్ పెళ్ళళ నాటి పట్టుచీరను అమ్మి ఆ
మూడురూపాయల్ ఫీజు కటిం
ు ది. ఆ తరువాత ఎన్నన ఎన్నన న్నన ఢాు మొక్కు లు తిని తన్కిష్మై
ు న్ ీ
క్ల డ
స రీ
గి
ప్తి
గ్
ష్
పరీక్షలో న్న గ,అకు డితో తృ పడక ఇం సండ్ పోయి బార ర
ు యిి మత్ా్ మైలాపూర్ అరవ మేధావుల్తో
పోటీపడి ఆ రోజుల్లోనే(1917-18 నాటికే)రోజుకు వెయిి రూపాయల్ ఫీజు తీసుకునే ా
క్ల ి యిలో , కోాి
జిలాసల్నిన టిలో భూమలు బంగ్ళాలు కొనుగోలు చేసేటంతగా ఎదిగిన్ మన్ ాల్పు మేరున్గ్ధీరుడు
టంగుటూర త్పాశం పంతులు.
గాంధీజీ ప్తలుపుతో తన్ ీ
క్ల డ
స రు వృతిిని వదిలి జాతీయోది మంలోకి ఉరాడు.తన్ సరవ ావ నిన
త్పజాసేవకే అంకితం చేశాడు. లాయర్ గా ఎంతోమందిని జైళ్ళ నుంచి బైటకు తెచిు న్ ఆయన్
త్పజల్కోసం తాను సవ చు ందంగా జైలుశిక్షను అనుభవంచాడు. గాంధీజీ ఆశయాల్ త్పచారం కోసం
'సవ రాజి ' పత్తికను ా
క్ల ి ప్తంచి గాంధీజీ నిజమైన్ అనుచరునిగా ఆయన్ మెపుు ను పంాడు.అదే గాంధీజీ
కొందర చెపుు డు మాటలు వని ఆయన్ను తపుు పట్టుకుంటే గాంధీజీని సైతం నిల్దీశాడు.సైమన్
కమీష్న్ కు వి తిరేకంగా మత్ా్ న్గ్రంలో హరాి ళ్ జరగిన్పుు డు తెల్వా
స డి తుపాక్కకి తన్ గుండెనే
ట్ట
ర
ఎదురు పె ు డు.ఆనాటి ఉమి డి మత్ా్ రాష్ట్ ు నికి రెవన్యి మంత్తిగా,మఖ్ి మంత్తి గా పనిచేశాడు.
తెలుగు వారకి త్పతేి క రాష్ట్ష్ం
ు ఏరు డిన్పుు డు(1953)తొలి తెలుగు మఖ్ి మంత్తి అయాి డు.
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దురాశాపరుల్ మూల్ంగాన్య, శాసన్ సభ స్పు కర్ తెలివ తకుు వ తన్ం మూల్ంగాన్య ఒకే ఒకు ఓట్ట
తేడాతో త్పభుతవ ం పతన్మైన్పుు డు , వి తిరేకంగా ఓట్టవేసిన్ వారు తమ తపుు తెలుసుకుని మళ్ళళ
ఓటింగ్ కు వెడామని త్బతిమాలుకునాన వన్కుండా శాసన్సభ నుండి తిన్న గా గ్వరన ర్ వదకు
ే వెళ్ళళ
తన్ రాజీనామాను సమరు ంచాడు.కేవల్ం 13 న్నల్ల్ తన్ త్పభుతవ ాల్ంలో ఆ రోజులోసనే14 నీటి
పారుదల్ త్పాజెకుులు క్లాిప్తంచాడు.క్లర ీ వేంకటేశవ ర వశవ వాి ల్యం క్లాిప్తంచాడు. తెలుగు వారకి ఓ
హైకోరుు క్లాిప్తంచాడు. తిరుమల్ తిరుపతి దేవాిన్ం నిరవ హణకు ావల్సిన్ మారుు ల్కు శాసన్బదత
ే
కలిు ంచాడు. సహార రంగ్ంలో తెలుగు రాష్ట్రునిన త్పధమ క్లాిన్ంలో నిలిపాడు. బెజవాడలో ాటన్ దొర
కటిన్
ు బరాజ్ కొట్టుకుపోయే పరసితి
ి వసేి ఆనాటి కేంత్ద త్పభుతవ ం పైా కూడ ఇవవ లేమని సు ష్ం
ు
చేసేి,రాష్ట్ష్ ు నిధుల్న్నీన మళ్ళళ ంచి యుదధ త్పాతిపదికన్ బరాజ్ ను బాగుచేయించి నిల్బెట్టుడు.ఆ
భారానిన పనున ల్ రూపంలో త్పజల్మీద వెయి కుండా ఆ లోట్టను సరదిాేడు.అందుకే త్పజల్ందరూ
ఆ బరాజ్ ను ఆయన్ పేరునే త్పాశం బారేజ్ గా ప్తలుచుకుంట్టనాన రు.రాష్ట్ష్ ు ఏరాు ట్ట సందరభ ంగా
దేశంలోనే తొలిారగా ఖైదీల్ందరనీ వడుదల్ చేశాడు. అంతటి మహనీయుడు తన్ చరమ దశలో కటిక
ారద్ర్రాి న్న నుభవంచాడు.తన్ను శాలువతో సతు రసేి 'ఈ శాలువ నాకందుకురా!ఆ డబ్బు తో
అరటిపళ్ళళ కొనితెసేి ఓ పూట గ్డిచేది కదురా!!' అని తన్ అనుచరునితో అనాన రంటే ఆయన్ పరసితి
ి
అర ించేసుకోవచుు .ఆయన్ మూల్ంగా అధిారంలోకి వచిు న్ మహానాయకుల్ందరూ అధిారం కోసం
ఆయన్కు వెనున పోట్ట పడిచినా అధిారం కోసం త్పాకులాడలేదు. ఆయన్ మన్వడు MA degree చేత
పట్టుకుని కనీసం ఒక attender post అయిన్ దొరకితే బావుంట్టందని govt office chutti త్పదక్షణం
చేసినా ఫలితం లేక పోయింది.ఆ వష్యానిన ాక్షాతుి ఒక డెపూి టీ కలెక ుర్ గార చెప్తు బాధ పడాారు.85
సంవతస రాల్ వయసుస లో రోహిణీ ారె ి మండుటండలో వడదెబు కు మరణంచిన్ ఇదరు
ే మదుసలుల్
కుట్టంబ పరామరశ కోసం వెళ్ళళ తాను వడదెబు తిని తెలుగు పౌరురనిన పైలోాల్కు తీసుకుపోయిన్
"ఆంత్ధకేసర"టంగుటూర త్పాశం పంతులు గార వర ేంతి ఈ మే 20 వ తారీఖున్.
ఇపు టి తరం రాజక్కయ నాయకుల్కు అపు టి తరం రాజక్కయ నాయకుల్కు ఉన్న వతాి సం కుడా
గ్మనించగ్ల్రు DR కతిి .వెంకటేశవ రుస న్వి ఆంత్ధ రచయతల్ సంగ్మ్ సంగ్మ్ అభివృధి రాష్ట్ష్ ు
కమ్మటీ కనీవ న్ర్ మరయ రాష్ట్ష్ ు భాషోపాధాి య సంస ి గుంటూరు జిలాస కనీవ న్ర్.

Compiled from the Web by Mr. P. S. Raju, FCA., (S-148), a Senior Practicing Chartered
Accountant based at Visakhapatnam and Vice President, Waltair Club & Editor, Waltair Times
and can be reached at psraju@gmail.com
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TITBITS
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HOW TO ADVERTISE IN WALTAIR TIMES
Dear Sir / Madam,
Waltair Club is one of the oldest Clubs in the country with a glorious past and an enviable history of
135 years. Right from it's inception, the Members of the Club have been the 'who's who' of the city.
We publish an in house monthly journal 'Waltair Times' that reaches every single Member of the
3,000 people and their families and friends. The Waltair Times is designed in a way that attracts
readers like no other and its high quality and perfect size will be a benchmark that will clearly
separate it from other free publications. We are happy to inform you that we are offering advertising
space for those who want to leverage the Club and the magazine’s immense potential. The
advertisements will have a massive target audience of 3000 Members of the Club alone besides the
crossover of families and friends. Advertisement tariffs are enclosed. The Advertisements may be
sent to editor@waltairclub.com. Should you require any further details, please do not hesitate to
contact the undersigned. Thanking you and looking forward to welcoming you onboard Waltair
Times.
Kind Regards,
Editor, Waltair Times
NOTE: THE TENURE OF THE PRESENT MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE IS COMING TO AN END
ON 30TH JUNE, 2020. THEREFORE, THE JUNE, 2020 ISSUE OF WALTAIR TIMES WILL BE THE
LAST FOR THE PRESENT MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE.
2. ALL OUR CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS TO THE ADVERTISERS CEASE WITH THE
PRINTING AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE JUNE, 2020 ISSUE.
3. THE TARIFF FOR THE NEXT TERM i.e., FROM 1ST JULY, 2020 TO 30TH JUNE, 2021 CAN BE
DECIDED ONLY BY THE NEW MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE WHICH WOULD BE TAKING
OFFICE FROM THE 1ST DAY OF JULY, 2020.
4. WE ACCORDINGLY REQUEST THE ADVERTISERS TO AWAIT THE PUBLICATION OF NEW
TARIFF SHEET TILL THE NEW MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE TAKES OVER.
5. PLEASE CONTINUE TO PATRONIZE THE WALTAIR TIMES FOR ALL YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT NEEDS.

P. S. RAJU, FCA.,
EDITOR, WALTAIR TIMES.
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AFFILIATED CLUBS
Jubilee Hills International Centre, (JHIC)
Hyderabad

Established in 1987 and located in the prestigious area of Jubilee Hills, with over 5300 members
from all walks of society, JHIC is spread over a total of 7.5 acres and is furnished with the best
facilities a modern club should offer.
JHIC is the preferred sports, entertainment and recreation destination for the discerning gentry of
Hyderabad and Secunderabad. Members can choose from the gentle sport of billiards to a vigorous
workout at the gymnasium or sit down with a hot beverage with a great book; everybody has
something to look forward to here. The Centre also hosts national level tennis, bridge, badminton,
swimming, and billiards & snooker championships. For entertainment, the latest films are digitally
screened on plush lawns within days of their theatrical screening.

Cards Room

This facility is strictly for recreational purposes and not gambling. As per the law, the only card game
permitted is Rummy. The Centre does not support or condone the misuse of the Cards Room.
Dependent Members are not permitted in the Cards Room at any point of time.
Timings: 11.00 am to 11.00 pm.
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Children’s Play Area

There is a host of outdoor activities for children with modern play equipment.
Timings:
11.00 am to 11.00 pm

Guest Rooms
JHIC has 24 air-conditioned guest rooms, each of which is equipped with a refrigerator and a TV.
Suite:Rs. 4655/- including taxes Deluxe Room: Rs. 3045/- including taxes and breakfast included
12 hours check-in & check-out. Early check-ins and late check-outs are subject to
availability/vacancy of rooms. An additional charge will be applicable for late check outs. Up to two
hours from vacate time: No extra charge.

Internet and Reading Room
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The Internet Room has computers that members may use to surf the Internet. The facility may also
be used to take print-outs. The Reading Room has a collection of all leading English and Telugu
newspapers and popular periodicals for members to read.
Timings: The Internet facility will be open on all days from 7.00 am to 9.00 pm

Library

The Centre has over 10,000 books in the library. Members may borrow four books per month for a
subscription of Rs. 10/- per month. Timings: 7.00 am to 9.00 pm

Kitty Hall

A small conference hall, it is the ideal place for a get together or a small party.
Timings: Available up to 10.30 pm

Main Lawn
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Movies are usually screened on Saturdays and Sundays 7.00 pm onwards. The Movie Lawn
accommodates multiple food counters such as South Indian Tiffin Centre, chat, juice, kebabs,
Chinese, ice cream, and an organic items counter.

North Lawn

Accommodates 150 guests. The plush lawns can easily accommodate 150 guests and is highly
suited to host birthday parties, anniversaries and other such occasions.

The Salon

Operated by Pink n Bloos, the salon is open on all days from 8.00 am to 8.00 pm for both ladies and
gentlemen and offers haircuts, manicure, pedicure and bridal make-up services.

Contact Us:
Jubilee Hills International Centre
Near Post Office, Road No. 14, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad 500 033.
Phone: 040-23557888/ 040-23253300.
Email: jhic1987@gmail.com
Distance From: Secunderabad Railway Station – 13km
Hyderabad Railway Station – 9km
Airport – 25km
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JAISAL CLUB – JAISALMER

ABOUT CLUB
Since its humble beginnings, the Jaisal Club has come a long way. The last decade can
be regarded as the Golden Age of the history of the Club, for it has been in this phase
that it has grown by leaps and bounds. The membership comprises, Judges, Bureaucrats,
Industrialists, Professionals, Service holders, Business -men, Defense services - a varied
cross section of the society.
The entertainment programmes of the Club
have attracted attention all over the country.
Today, the Club is a center for promoting arts,
culture and sports. Eminent personalities have
been honored. The Club has some of the finest
recreational

facilities

available.

Tennis,

Billiards, Swimming, Cards and Table Tennis
are some of the options already provided. A
Gymnasium cum Health Club for the benefit of the members has been recently started.
Well furnished, comfortable Guest Rooms with all modern amenities are available at very
reasonable rates for guests of members as also for members of Affiliated Clubs.
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FACILITIES

The Club has some of the finest recreational facilities available. Tennis, Billiards,
Swimming, Cards and Table Tennis are some of the options already provided. A
Gymnasium cum Health Club for the benefit of the members has been recently started.
Well furnished, comfortable Guest Rooms with all modern amenities are available at very
reasonable rates for guests of members as also for members of Affiliated Clubs.

Contact
JAISAL CLUB LIMITED
Jethwai Road,
RIICO Colony
Jaisalmer-34500 1
Rajasthan, India.
CALL US 02992-255555, +91 9784311100, +91 9950332222.
Emai - info@jaisalclub.com.

Compiled from the Web by Mr. P. S. Raju, (M. No: S – 148), a Senior Practicing Chartered
Accountant based at Visakhapatnam and Vice President, Waltair Club & Editor, Walatair
Times and can be reached at psraju@gmail.com. Mobile: +91 – 9393107777.
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Puzzles, Brain Teasers, Sudoku,
Chess, Bridge
PUZZLES
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SUDOKU

Fill in the grid with digits in such a manner that every row, every column and every 3x3 box
accommodates the digits 1-9, without repeating any.
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CHESS

Vladimir Kramnik vs. Peter Leko 0-1 Classical World Chess Chapionship Brissago SUI 07 Oct
2004 Round: 8 ECO: C89.

1.
e4 e5 2. Nf3 Nc6 3. Bb5 a6 4. Ba4 Nf6 5. O-O Be7 6. Re1 b5 7. Bb3 O-O 8. c3 d5 9. exd5
Nxd5 10. Nxe5 Nxe5 11. Rxe5 c6 12. d4 Bd6 13. Re1 Qh4 14. g3 Qh3 15. Re4 g5 16. Qf1 Qh5 17.
Nd2 Bf5 18. f3 Nf6 19. Re1 Rae8 20. Rxe8 Rxe8 21. a4 Qg6 22. axb5 Bd3 23. Qf2? (23. Qd1
Modern engines indicate this move still holds.) 23... Re2 24. Qxe2 (24. bxa6 Initially, this looked to
hold, but now it is clear that Black is still winning. 24... Rxf2 25. Kxf2 Qh6! 26. Kg1 g4! White cannot
keep Black's pieces out. 27. a7 (27. f4 Bxf4! another gorgeous sac. 28. gxf4 Qxf4 29. a7 g3! A
patient denoument. 30. a8=Q+ Kg7 31. hxg3 Qxg3+ 32. Kh1 Ng4 33. Qxc6 Nf2#) 27... Qe3+ 28.
Kg2 Qe2+ 29. Kh1 gxf3) 24... Bxe2 25. bxa6 Qd3!! 26. Kf2 (26. a7 Yes, Kramnik is queening, but
no, it is not enough. 26... Qe3+ 27. Kg2 Bxf3+! This is the sting in the tale.

2.
Otherwise Kramnik really would be winning. The engine informs us that it is mate in 11. 28.
Nxf3 Qe2+ 29. Kg1 Ng4 and there is no salvation. 30. a8=Q+ Kg7 31. Qxc6 Qf2+ 32. Kh1 Qf1+ 33.
Ng1 Nf2#)26... Bxf3 27. Nxf3 Ne4+ 28. Ke1 Nxc3 29. bxc3 Qxc3+ 30. Kf2 Qxa1 31. a7 h6 32. h4 g4
"A beautiful game that will be remembered in the history of chess." - Kramnik 0-1.
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BRIDGE

How to Play Addiction Solitaire?
Earn Treats each time you play this game! The higher you score, the more Treats you'll earn.
Here's the breakdown for this game:
Score Range
Treats
0-4
0
5 - 10
5
11 - 20
10
21 - 30
20
31 - 40
30
41 - 50
40
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51 - 60
50
60
The goal of Addiction Solitaire is to arrange all of the digital cards so that all four 2s are moved to
the leftmost column, with each row building up in suit to the right. Each of the ace cards are removed
after the cards are dealt, creating a total of four blank positions.
You will need to move one of the highlighted cards into one of the blank spaces, until each of the
Addiction Solitaire cards have been arranged from a 2 to a King. Although one card can fill a blank
position, it needs to be greater in value and the same suit as the card found to its left. You cannot
move a card to an empty space that contains a king, or another empty space to the left.
Addiction Solitaire Tips
Stuck? No worries! You can reshuffle the solitaire deck three times over the course of each game.
But it is advised that you save them as long as possible. Generally, you'll want to avoid having blank
slots to the right of each King. You'll want the ordering pace of each row to generally be the same.
Finishing a row well ahead of the others creates a useless blank position.
There is a deceiving 10-minute time limit, which many sound like a lot. But, in the battles of Addiction
Solitaire, gameplay time will pass quickly. Good luck playing this free online game!
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Reviews – Books, Movies, Music
Albums and Jokes
BOOKS
ENGLISH:

The New Husband
by D.J. Palmer
What makes Simon Fitch so perfect? He knows all her
favorite foods, music, and movies. Her sonadores him. He
was there when she needed him most. He anticipates her
every need. He would never betray her like her first
husband. The perfect husband. He checks all the boxes.
The question is, why? Nina Garrity learned the hard way
that her missing husband, Glen, had been leading a
double life with another woman. But with Glen
gone―presumably drowned while fishing on his
boat―she couldn't confront him about the affair or find
closure to the life he blew apart. Now, a year and a half
later, Nina has found love again and hopes she can put
her shattered world back together.

HINDI:
गेइशा! जापान के इतिहास:
झुकी झुकी वोह नज़र, होोंठोों पर अल्हड़ सी मुस्कान… हलके
हलके पलकें उठाना और शरमा कर तिर नज़रें चुराना। बस इन
पल दो पल की अठखेतलयोों में भी जो तकसी को भी दीवाना बना दे
वह होिी है असली गेइशा। ना शरीर की नुमाइश और ना ही कोई
ओछापन। बस कुछ नखरें , कुछ अदाएों , जरा सी शरारि और
हलका सा फ्लतटिं ग! गेइशा! जापान के इतिहास का और िात्कालीन
जापानी समाज जीवन का एक अटू ट अोंग।
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URDU:
उदू ू पत्रकाररिा की अहतमयि से तकसी भी सूरि में इों कार नहीों तकया
जा सकिा। पत्रकाररिा का इतिहास बहुि पुराना है या यूों कहें तक जब
से इों सानी नस्ोों ने एक-दू सरे को समझना और जानना शुरू तकया, िभी
से पत्रकाररिा की शुरुआि हो गई थी। उस वक़्त लोग एक-दू सरे से
बािचीि के ज़ररये अपनी बाि अपने ररश्तेदारोों या जान-पहचान वालोों
िक पहुों चािे थे । बादशाहोों के अपने क़ातसद होिे थे, जो ख़बरोों को
दू रदराज के मुल्ोों के बादशाहोों िक पहुों चािे थे। गुप्तचर भी बादशाहोों
के तलए ख़बरें एकतत्रि करने का काम करिे थे। बादशाहोों के शाही
फ़रमानोों से अवाम में मुनादी के ज़ररये बाि पहुों चाई जािी थी। फ़क़ू बस
इिना था तक ये सूचनाएों तवशेष लोगोों के तलए ही हुआ करिी थीों। वक़्त
गुज़रिा गया, इसके साथ ही सूचनाओों का दायरा बढ़िा गया और
िरीक़ा बदलिा गया। कबूिरोों ने भी सोंदेश या ख़बरें एक जगह से दू सरी
जगह पहुों चाने का काम तकया। आज यही काम अख़बार, रे तियो,
टे लीतवज़न, इों टरनेट और मोबाइल के ज़ररये तकया जा रहा है ।

TELUGU:
Channel 18: ఎ. ఎన్. జగన్నా థశర్మ
జీవితం అంటే ఒక సమసయ
నంచి ఇంకో సమసయ కి
ప్రయాణం.డిసంబర్ నెలచలిచలిగా వంది.రాప్ి రనెన ండు
గంటలు దాటంది. లూనా మీద ఎవరో స్పీ డుగా వస్తూ
రోడుువారగా
రడుకున్న
కుకక పిలన
ల
చూసుకోలేదు.
ముడుచుకుని రడుకుందేమో, నిప్ద మత్తూలో వందేమో
కుకక పిలకీ
ల ఆ అలికిడికి మెలకువ రాలేదు. దాంతో కుకక పిల ల
కాలిమీదుగా లూనా పోవడంతో ఒకక సారిగా బాధగా కుయ్యయ
మందది. దాన్రుపుని రటం
ట చుకోలేదు లూనా మీదున్న వయ కి ూ

ఏ నిమిషానికి ఏమి జరుగునో? డా. మద్దా ళి ఉషాగాయత్రి
‘‘మమీీ ’’గబుకుక న్

వచిి

వెనకవాటుగా

గటగా
ట వాటేసుకుంది సుమ. ‘‘అబబ బబ

సుభప్దన

వదలవే తల్ల!ల పిండి

తడరనీ’’ వంటంట్లల చపాతీలకు పిండి తడుపుత్తన్న సుభప్ద
చిన్న గావిసుకుక ంది. ‘‘సరే! సరే! సరే! సారీ సారీ సారీ. ఒకక సారి
ఇలా చూడు’’. అమిత ఉత్సా హంగా ఉంది సుమ గంత్త.
వెన్కిక

ిరిగి

చూసంది

సుభప్ద

‘ఏమై

ఉంటుందబాబ ’

అనకుంటూ చూసన్ వెంటనే కెవు మంది. ‘‘ఏమిటే సుమా!
మళ్ళీ సల్ కొనాన వా? ఒకట ఉందిగా?’’‘‘ఉంటే ఏం!
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MOVIES
ENGLISH:
ONWARD:
Synopsis: The animation is top-notch and visually appealing.
The characters are adequately cartoonish and also highly
relatable and humane. Story: Two elf brothers embark on an
adventurous journey to bring their dead father back to life just
for a day through magic. How far will they succeed?
Review: Ian (Tom Holland) and Barley Lightfoot (Chris Pratt)
are the two teenage elves living with their mother Laurel
(Julia Louis-Dreyfus) in New Mushroomton. It’s a fantasy
world where technology has replaced magic in the lives of its
unique and mythical in habitants. While Ian is socially
awkward and low on confidence, his elder brother is loud and
imposing with his love for magic and the old world charm.
Just before Ian’s sixteenth birthday, the boys receive a
wizard staff from their dead father that can bring him back for 24 hours. This sets them off
on an emotional yet exciting and adventurous journey that is full of magic and madness.
Director Dan Scanlon starts slow by giving us a peek into the now ordinary live s of these
extraordinary creatures. But once the adventure begins, there’s barely a dull moment. Even
with all the fun and action, the film’s emotional quotient stays on top. So much that it becomes
quite the tearjerker towards the end.
BLOODSHOT:
Synopsis: ‘Bloodshot’ is a decent attempt that scores on its
ambitious sci-fi imagination and a superhero, who is always
ready for the action. STORY: Following his gruesome
assassination, elite soldier Ray Garrison (Vin Diesel) is
resurrected by scientists using nanotechnology. But does his new
life belong to him? REVIEW: With an indestructible body and
brute strength, the slain US Marine Ray Garrison is revived as
‘Bloodshot’ - a biotech killing machine like no other. Dr. Emil
Harting (Guy Pearce) breathes new life into Garrison’s body but
robs him of all the memories of his past life. A life that is cut short
by a psycho killer, who kills Ray’s wife Gina Garrison (Talulah
Riley) in cold blood, before killing him too. Based on the Valiant
Comics character with the same name, ‘Bloodshot’ sets off with a solid premise for a revenge
drama. Add to that, a wholesome dose of sci-fi tropes, give the narrative a thrilling leap of
imagination. Like the microscopic ‘nanites’ running in Ray’s bloodstream that can magically
heal fatal injuries and give him unbridled power. Within seconds, he can download and learn
manuals to fly an aircraft just as easily as he can punch down concrete pillars.
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HINDI
PANGA:
Synopsis: 'Panga' is a film that honours the endless hours of
work that mothers put behind their families and at the same time
urges them to never give up on their dreams.Story: When Jaya’s
passion for kabaddi is reignited, she decides to make a
comeback to the sport, at the age of 32. But will it be an easy
ride back into the national team, now that she is riddled with
domestic responsibilities as a mother and wife. Review: Jaya
Nigam’s (Kangana Ranaut) life is steeped in domesticity –
motherhood and a job at the railways – when somehow a
passion she had laid to rest years back, catches up with her. At
one time, the captain of the national kabaddi team, she now
juggles life between her seven-year-old son, Adi (Yagya
Bhasin), household chores and her humdrum job. And amidst
all this, she barely manages time for herself even though her
husband, Prashant (Jassie Gill) is supportive enough and they share a wonderful relationship.
Moreover, Jaya is the all-out doting mother, extra cautious and always anxious. So when Adi
stumbles upon the fact that she used to be a star player and wishes to see her play again,
she decides to oblige, even if just to humour him for a short while.
'Tanhaji: The Unsung Warrior'
Synopsis: 'Tanhaji: The Unsung Warrior' scores on various counts
- superior performances, powerful action, visual impact, and most
of all, it unfolds a story from the pages of history that deserved to
be told, with just this kind of intensity, passion and vigour.
'Tanhaji: The Unsung Warrior' Story: The film traces the life of
the fierce Maratha warrior, Tanhaji Malusare, who was one of
Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj’s closest aides and a military leader.
It focuses on the famous Battle of Sinhagad (February 4, 1670),
which saw Tanhaji take on Udaybhan, a Rajput who fought for
Aurangzeb against the Marathas. 'Tanhaji: The Unsung Warrior'
Review: Under the Treaty of Purandar, Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj (Sharad Kelkar)
surrendered 23 forts to Aurangzeb (Luke Kenny), including the Kondhana (now called
Sinhagad), which was of strategic importance. Rajmata Jijabai (Padmavati Rao) swore that
she would walk bare feet till the fort is recaptured by the Marathas. Four years later,
Aurangzeb sends Udaybhan (Saif Ali Khan) with a huge army and a massive canon called
'naagin', to ensure that Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj cannot reclaim the fort. While Shivaji
Maharaj plans a campaign, he doesn't want to send his trusted lieutenant and dear friend,
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Subedar Tanhaji Malusare on the battlefield, as the latter's son is about to get married. When
Tanhaji gets to know of the 'mohim' (campaign), he implores Shivaji Maharaj to give him an
opportunity to win Kondhana. His wife, Savitribai (Kajol) proves to be his silent strength.
Despite the evil intentions of some like Pisal (Ajinkya Deo), Tanhaji manages to make inroads
into the fort that is considered impregnable. A fierce battle ensues where Tanhaji fights the
deadly Udaybhan. While the story is known, several creative liberties have been taken to
capture the attention of the audience.

TELUGU
JAANU:
Synopsis: Stuff that bittersweet dreams are made of.
Story: K Ramachandra (Sharwanand) and S Janaki
Devi (Samantha) are high-school sweethearts who
meet at a reunion after seventeen long years. What
transpires next is stuff bittersweet dreams are made of.
Review: C Prem Kumar revisits the now-famous story
of 96 via its Telugu remake Jaanu. Fans of the Tamil
original wondered if the same magic can even be
recreated for a second time. Movie buffs speculated if
Sharwanand and Samantha can reprise the now-iconic
roles seared into people’s minds by Vijay Sethupathi
and Trisha. The honest answer is both yes and
no, Jaanu is no match to 96 and yet, the film has its
own way of sneaking up to you when you least expect
it and worm its way into your heart. K Ramachandra
aka Ram (Sharwanand) is a travel pho- to grapher, a
lone ranger and a free spirit who has built up layers of
walls over the years and formed his own bubble to live
in. When he visits his hometown Visakhapatnam, the walls begin to crumble one by one as
he cherishes the memories of his childhood. A school reunion is called for in Hyderabad and
while he’s happy to meet his childhood friends (Saranya Pradeep, Tagubothu Ramesh,
Vennela Kishore), he’s really there for his childhood sweetheart S Janaki Devi alias Jaanu
(Samantha). And when the two inevitably meet, with the chance to spend a few hours together
in the hope to salve some deep wounds that still remain, what unfolds is difficult to describe
but something truly magical.
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Geetha Subramanyam:
Synopsis: Geetha, a part-time Radio Jockey and a full-time
civil service aspirant is a fun-loving colorful young lady, in
a live-in relationship with Subramanyam, an IT guy aspiring to
fly abroad. Geetha and Subramanyam are in love from the
very beginning. They are Tom and Jerry in the human version.
Each and every episode enhances their bond and proves how
they are made for each Meet the new couple other. The
introduction of the characters and their cutesy catfights,
Geetha and Subramanyam have their daily activities
scheduled. Amidst all the hurdles and delays, Geetha and
Subramanya complete all their work. Subramanyam and
Geetha fight as they have to stay apart over some issue.
Subramanyam and Geetha come to an understanding and
their path culminate towards a beautiful ending for the season.
Cast: Karthik, Nakshathra

ENGLISH
Jo Harrop and Jamie McCredie: Weathering the Storm:
This is a little gem of an album: simple, modest and, as far as I can tell,
perfect. Jo Harrop sings, Jamie McCredie plays uitar, and the songs date from between the late
1920s and the early 2000s, from Billy Rose to Tom Waits. Nothing unusual there, you might think.
However, what sets Weathering the Storm apart from similar offerings is that the duo get everything
right, and that’s quite rare. Harrop has a soft
contralto voice which, particularly on lower notes, is
wonderfully warm and intimate. Mostly, she trusts
the song to tell its own story, occasionally altering or
adding a phrase. The guitar accompaniment is light,
almost skeletal at times, but always cannily fitting.
There’s always space around the music, and this
holds the listener’s attention – well, mine anyway.
News is under threat….Just when we need it the
most. Millions of readers around the world are
flocking to the Guardian in search of honest,
authoritative, fact-based reporting that can help
them understand the biggest challenge we have
faced in our lifetime. But at this crucial moment,
news organisations are facing an unprecedented existential challenge. As businesses everywhere
feel the pinch, the advertising revenue that has long helped sustain our journalism continues to
plummet. We need your help to fill the gap. You’ve read 12 articles in the last six months. We believe
every one of us deserves equal access to quality news and measured explanation. So, unlike many
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others, we made a different choice: to keep Guardian journalism open for all, regardless of where
they live or what they can afford to pay.

HINDI
“Ghar” From “Jab Harry Met Sejal”:

Nikhita Gandhi & Mohit Chauhan’s song written
by Irshad Kamal is a Blessession to your ears. Movie: Jab Harry Met Sejal Lyrics: Irshad
Kamil Singer: Nikhita Gandhi, Mohit Chauhan
Music: Pritam.It was all about metaphors.
While in the film, Sejal kept on looking for a lost
ring, it came across at the end that she was not
looking for her ring at all. Similarly, this song
titled Ghar from JHMS is all about metaphors.
Plug in your earphones and listen to this
beautiful melody and it’s a promise that it will
take you somewhere else.

Love Aaj Kal‘s:
Koimoi Bollywood Music Countdown February 2020 RESULTS:
With some old songs and some new from
the old movies, we are here with the
results

of

February

2020’s

‘Koimoi

Bollywood Music Count down‘ . With the
addition of a Love Aaj Kal‘s soothing track
Mehrama

to

Baaghi

3‘s

temperature

raising Do You Love Me let’s see what has
been the changes as compared to last
month.

'Solo Brathuke So Better'
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A
Thaman Musical - The first single from 'Solo Brathuke So Better' is out, on Sony Music South. Here we present
its review. The other songs from the rom-com will be reviewed as and when they are out. No Pelli Singer: Armaan
Malik Lyricist: Raghunath. This is served more as a party song rather than a musical, complete with special
appearances from Rana Daggubati and Varun Tej. The tune is minimalist, with the vibes of a relaxed song written all
over it. Armaan Malik sings like a native Telugu singer. The lyrics are spiritually close to those funny anti-marriage
songs from films like 'Manmadhudu'.

TELUGU
Uppena:
The first single from “Uppena” is out, on
Aditya Music. Here we present its review.
The other songs will be reviewed as and
when they are out. Nee Kannu Neeli
Samudram Singer: Javed Ali Lyrics:
Shreemani (Telugu). Raqueeb Alam
(Hindi). Devi Sri Prasad blends the Aalap
style with his mainstream modern music to
bring out this soothing as well as a
somewhat boisterous melody. Srikanth
Chandra’s Hindi vocals kick off the sond, with Javed Ali taking the baton forward with melodic
ease. Shreeman’s lyrics are full of life. The line “Nee oohale, oopiraina picchodhi, nee oopere
praanamaina pilladhini” is high in terms of touching meaning. An appropriate song that positions
“Uppena” as a musical love story laced with intense emotions.
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GADGETS
SAMSUNG - HP Omen 15.
HIGHLIGHTS New HP Omen 15 has Intel and AMD
processor options HP Pavilion Gaming 16 is the company’s
first 16-inch gaming laptop New HP Omen 15 comes with a
full-HD 300Hz display option. HP has expanded its range
of gaming laptops with the launch of a new Omen 15 and a
Pavilion Gaming 16. The new Omen 15 model comes in a
redesigned chassis that has a smaller footprint than the
previous generation. You can also choose between Intel
and AMD processors with up to 10th-generation Intel Core
i7 and up to AMD Ryzen 7 amongst the options. Further,
the new Omen 15 laptop offers up to 32GB of DDR4 RAM and upgraded connectivity options,
including Thunderbolt 3.

Galaxy S20 Ultra:
HIGHLIGHTS The Galaxy S20 Ultra has massive QHD+
AMOLED display It has a quad-camera setup that's capable of
100x zoom The Galaxy S20 Ultra offers good battery life thanks
to the big battery. The Galaxy S20 series is currently the best
that Samsung has on offer. Samsung launched the Galaxy S20
series as successors to the Galaxy S10 series, a giant leap in
the naming strategy. These phones are of course more
powerful and run the latest software from Samsung. It is big,
powerful, and expensive. Priced at ₹ 97, 999 in India, the
Galaxy S20 Ultra demands a serious premium over its siblings,
but does it deliver?
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JOKES – BORIS YELSTIN:

TASHKENT, UZBEKISTAN - 15 MAY 1992: Russian President Boris Yeltsin in Tashkent,
Uzbekistan, on 15th May 1992.
In the year 2000, Putin was elected President of Russia...
The night after he was sworn into office, Vladimir Putin had a dream. In it, he stood in a long, elegant
hall, and was surrounded by all of the great leaders of Russia, from Ivan the Terrible to Boris Yeltsin.
Looking around at them all, he eventually bows his head and says: "Great rulers of Russia, I seek
your wisdom in our Country's time of need. How should I lead it to greater Prosperity?"
The leaders all turn, looking towards a shorter man towards the front: Joseph Stalin. He steps
forward, and says to Putin: "Here are the two things that you must do. First, gather up all the
Democrat politicians and have them shot. Second, paint the outside of the Kremlin blue." Putin looks
back at Stalin, incredulously. "Blue?! Why would I paint the Kremlin blue?"
Bill Clinton, Boris Yeltsin, and Bill Gates were called in by God. God informed them that he was very
unhappy about what was going on in this world. Since things were so bad, he told the three that he
was destroying the Earth in 3 days. They were all allowed to return to their homes and businesses
and tell their friends and colleagues what was happening. God did tell them though, that no matter
what they did he was "not" changing his mind. Bill Clinton went in and told his staff, "I have good
news and bad news for you. First the good news... there "is" a God.
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The bad news is that he is destroying the Earth in 3 days." Boris Yeltsin went back and told his staff,
"I have good news and terrible news. The first is that there "is" a God. The second is that he is
destroying the Earth in 3 days." Bill Gates went back and told his staff, "I have good news and good
news. First, God thinks I am one of the three most important people in the world. Secondly, you
don't have to fix the bugs in Windows 95. Stalin cracks a smile, and then howls with laughter. Turning
towards the rest of the men, he proudly proclaims, "See? I told you he wouldn't ask about the first
one!"

KYRGYZ REPUBLIC, USSR - JULY 1991: Russian President Boris Yeltsin (center), accompanied
by Russian Prime Minister Ivan Silayev (left) during a short holiday in Kyrgyzstan, USSR, in July
1991. Boris Yeltsin, Bill Clinton & Ernesto Zedillo (Mexican President) are in France in a restaurant.
The waiter asks "le aperitif?" All of them answer "oui!" The waiter looks at Zedillo "Le tequila?"
Zedillo: "oui!". The waiter looks at Yeltsin "Le vodka?" Yeltsin:"oui!"Finally, the waiter looks at
Clinton " Le whisky?" Clinton: "DON'T MENTION THAT BITCH !!!" Boris Yeltsin, Bill Clinton &
Ernesto Zedillo are having drinks in Paris. The waiter asks " Aperitif?" All of them answer "Oui!" .
The waiter looks at Zedillo "Le tequila? "Zedillo: "Oui!" The waiter looks at Yeltsin "Le vodka?"
Yeltsin: "Oui!" Finally, the waiter looks at Clinton "Le whisky?" Clinton: "DON'T YOU MENTION
THAT BITCH!!! "When Yeltsin resigned from the Communist Party at the 28th Party Congress in
1990, people used to say that "Yeltsin is out of mind, honor, and conscience of our epoch". (A hint
at a widespread propaganda slogan: "Party is Mind, Honour and Conscience of our Epoch".)Boris
Yelstin, Bill Clinton and Bill Gates die and meet God.
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Boris Yeltsin, Bill Clinton and Bill Gates were having a meeting in an airplane. At one point, the
airplane runs out of fuel and crashed. All three die. When waking up, they find themselves standing,
facing God. God looks at them and says: "You know, not everyone can enter Heaven. It depends
what you believe in." Turning to Yeltsin, God asks: "So, what do you believe in?". "I believe in
equality for everyone and everyone should share what they own" Yeltsin answers. "Good", replies
God, "Come and sit to my left." Then turning to Bill Clinton, God asks: "So, what do you believe in?".
"I believe in free speech and democracy", Clinton says. "Good", replies God, "Come and sit to my
right." Finally, turning to Bill Gates, God asks: "So, what do you believe in?". Bill Gates looks at God
and says: "I believe you are sitting in my chair."

The above Puzzles, Brain Teasers, Sudoku, Chess, Bridge, Reviews – Books, Movies, Music
Albums, Gadgets and Jokes Compiled from the Web by Mr. P. S. Raju, FCA., ( S – 148), a
Senior Practicing Chartered Accountant based at Visakhapatnam and Vice President, Waltair
Club & Editor, Waltair Times and can be reached at psraju@gmail.com. Mobile: +91 –
9393107777.
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KNOW YOUR CLUB - FUTURE VISION

By Mr. Prem R. Mirpuri (M. No. M - 54)

…Now that the lockdown is being eased &
normalcy is the prayer of the day, your club is
also gearing up to re-open with all precautions
for recreation & entertainment of yourself and
your family.
Services starting from the office, to the library,
the reception, health and gym arena, the pool
and all that are possible to be done keeping
social distancing, personal sanitizing & all that is
possible in a phased manner. Let us recharge
our interests and plan to drive safely to visit our
club. We all hoping that activities open up in the
meanwhile.
During the past weeks, you may have had time
to go through old albums containing pictures of
joyous occasions in the past at the club with your
family.
Let us make stories to bring cheer to our fellow
members & share good memories of the past
glory and send it to the editor to have it printed in
any of the net issues for the pleasure of all
members.
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In continuation give a thought the with a free mind & refer to the article published in the JULY 2019
issue of Waltair Times (penned by P S Raju(CA ), VIce President & Editor, Captioned in his words
“Potential of the club and its under utilization. Dream it, Believe it, Build it” where in basic proposals
have been made with a vision for the future betterment of the Club & would be helpful to receive
constructive suggestions for the best utilization of our club premises to the fullest .

The Author Mr. Prem R. Mirpuri (M. No. M - 54) is a Senior Member of Waltair Club and
Editor, Waltair Times.
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LIFE AS WE KNOW IT
By Mrs. Deepthi Rathi (M. No. D –116)

We are a generation of misfits. Struggling to fit in
…Challenged by Conventions yet forging our own
paths to fulfill our ambitions. Getting stopped at
every step, being told to turn around or regret. To
walk on the parallel path. Not realizing we are not
a part of what they think or do. We are the rebels.
We are different.
We have the desire to accomplish all that they
have done and more. Or maybe do something else
entirely – to innovate and explore. We did follow
what they said. Now there is a fork in the road and
we choose differently instead. We don’t want to be
told what to do and what not to do because there are no rights or wrongs. Just many shades of grey,
and we do not wish to live life another’s way.

We might make mistakes, but they will be our own. With no one else to blame for a seed which we
have sown. We are a generation of misfits. We don’t want to fit in … You will look at us and laugh
but, we have found what makes us happy. We have not reached our destination, probably never
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will, and on the way, probably change direction. You say we’ll be left in tears but that’s okay we’ll
face those fears.
We’ll wage long battles. Go against the flow. Swallow our failures. Smile despite our woe. Just to
have the freedom to move away from the norm. And still find our rainbow at the end of every storm.

The Mrs. Deepthi Rathi (M. No.D –116) is a Senior Member of the Waltair Club and Member, Editorial
Board of Waltair Times and can be reached at mohta.deepti@gmail.com.
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CANKER OF CORRUPTION
By Mr. T. V. S. K. Kanaka Raju (M. No. K – 134)
In the recent past, we have been witnessing an active CBI proceeding
against several corrupt ministers, IAS officers, reputed politicians as well
as judicial officers. Corruption has reached near-fatal dimensions in our
Country. India has become one of the most corrupt Countries according
to a study by ‘Transparency International’ which examined the
magnitude, prevalence and dimensions of corruption.
By virtue of its unquestioned long acceptance, it has
become a tool of public utility. There is a general inaccurate
impression, to a very large extent, that in India everything
can be managed, every Authority and every Institution can
be tackled. The lack of will on part of the Citizenry to combat
this trend is, in fact, reinforcing the false assumptions. The
fact remains that still there are thoroughly Honest Public
Officials in a very large degree! There are others who are
willing to be guided, activated and motivated to wage war
against this unhappy trend provided there is effective
leadership.
The Apex Court seized opportunities to express its deepseated anguish against the canker of corruption, in the
Delhi Development Authority case the Supreme Court
held that a law providing for forfeiture of properties
acquired by holders of ‘public office’ by indulging in
corrupt and illegal acts and deals, is a crying necessity in
the present state of our society. The law must extend not
only to properties acquired in the name of the holder of
such office but also to properties held in the names of his
spouse, children or other relatives and associates. Once
it is proved that the holder of such office has indulged in
corrupt acts, all such properties should be attached forthwith. The law should place the burden of
proving that the attached properties were not acquired with the aid of monies/properties received in
the course of corrupt deals upon the holder of that property. Such a law has become an absolute
necessity.
In the Delhi Development Authority case, a construction
company defrauded large number of persons by receiving
money from them for providing space in a proposed
building. In the light of the factual position in that case the
Supreme Court found that one Mr. Tejwant Singh and his
wife were responsible and accountable to the purchasers.
The court in order to ensure that the money paid by the
innocent Purchasers was recovered chose to proceed
against one house property which appeared to have
belonged wholly and exclusively to Mr. Tejwant Singh and
his wife, Surinder Kaur. Though by an ‘arrangement’ the son of Tejwant Singh, Mr. Prabhjit Singh
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and his better half were shown as Directors of the Company that owned that house, still the Highest
Court ignored the Corporate Veil treating the transfer of shareholding as a sham transaction.
Therefore, the Court directed attachment of Properties of the Directors of the construction Company
holding that the money should be refunded there from. The court further said that the concept of
Corporate entity was evolved to encourage and promote trade and commerce, but not to commit
illegalities or to defraud people.
“The apex court said that though punishment should be proportionate to the crime, in cases
of corruption, dismissal is the only punishment that could be imposed on a government
employee”.
Therefore, where Corporate character is employed for the purpose of committing illegality or for
defrauding others the court would ignore the Corporate character and will look into the reality behind
the Corporate veil so as to enable it to pass appropriate orders to do justice between the parties
concerned. The fact that an individual and member of his family have created several Corporate
Bodies would not prevent the Court from treating all of them as one entity belonging to and controlled
by that individual and family if it is found that these Corporate Bodies are merely cloaks behind which
lurks that individual and/or members of his family and that the device of incorporation was really a
ploy adopted for committing illegalities and/or to defraud people. The Delhi Development Authority
case is a land mark and certainly it is a trendsetter in the evolution of law against corrupt officials
and others.
The Lucknow Development Authority case is one under the Consumer Protection Act. The Supreme
Court in this case went to the extent of holding that where it is found that a public official is guilty of
malafides in the exercise of discretion, the Complainant is entitled to compensation for mental and
physical harassment. In such a case, the Officer can no more claim to be under protective cover.
The Apex Court held that a Complainant is entitled to compensation for harassment or metal agony
or oppression and suggested that such sums should be recovered from those Officials who are
found responsible for such unpardonable behavior.
The Supreme Court in its endeavor to check corruption and infuse accountability of public officials
who are guilty of misfeasance or malfeasance has made scathing observations time and again. Very
recently a bench of the Supreme Court comprising of Justice S. B. Sinha and Justice Markandeya
Katju held that the only deterrent to check corruption is to hang a few corrupt persons from the lamp
post.
Presumably owing to long colonial subjugation we have learnt and specialized the art of cultivating
self defeating behavior! It is a peculiar Indian trait to keep quiet and pretend as if there is no
corruption at all.
When the Supreme Court itself has given a wake up call to launch tirade against corruption, it’s time
for all of us rise to the occasion to combat this trend.
“The most dangerous man to any government is the man who is able to think things out for
himself, without regard to the prevailing superstitions and taboos. Almost inevitably he
comes to the conclusion that the government he lives under is dishonest, insane and
intolerable, and so, if he is romantic, he tries to change it. And even if he is not romantic
personally he is very apt to spread discontent among those who are.”
― H.L. Mencken, A Mencken Chrestomathy

The Author Mr. T. V. S. K. Kanaka Raju (M. No. K - 134 ) is a Senior Practicing Advocate based
at Visakhapatnam and Member, Editorial Board of Waltair Times and can be reached at
tvskkanakaraju@gmail.com. Mobile: + 91 – 9849114247.
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Christiano Ronaldo's lesson!
*Sunday Story*. *Christiano Ronaldo's* lesson! When he received one of his awards recently,
Ronaldo dedicated it to a certain ... Alberto Fantrau. Then said: "Yes I am a great footballer and all
my success is due to my friend Alberto good heart". People looked at one another and said, "Who
is this Mr. Fantrau?". Then Ronaldo went on: "We played together in a youth team. When Sporting
of Lisbon recruiters came to observe us, they told us that the striker who scored the most goals will
be recruited into the sports academy.
That day we won 3-0. I scored the first goal and then Albert scored the 2nd with the head. And then
the 3rd goal was the one that impressed everyone. Alberto started from the wing, then found himself
face to face with the keeper, dribbled the goalkeeper and all he had to do was to push the ball into
the empty goal post . In the meantime, I was running to his side and instead of shooting into the
empty goal post, Alberto decided to pass the ball to me and I scored.
This is how I found myself at the Sporting Lisbon Academy. After the game I went to him, and asked
him "why did you do that?" And he replied, *"Because I know that you are better than I am and You
will go far in life in this game, you needed that push "*Curious to know more, the journalists began
to investigate and were able to meet this Alberto Fantrau to ask him if the story told by Ronaldo is
true, and he confirmed it, adding that his career as a footballer ended after that match as it was the
only opportunity to become professional but i was sure Ronaldo would go far and do better. So I
remained unemployed fulfilled and happy.
However, journalists, observing his luxurious house and his fleet of cars parked in the garage asked
Alberto "but being unemployed how could you have
such a house and cars and living so luxuriously? You seem rather comfortable physically " Alberto's
answer: "All that?.. is Ronaldo " *Moral* of this story: **Let us ask ourselves the following* *question:
How many of us have ever done something like Ronaldo and Alberto? On the contrary, many of us
show the opposite of this story displaying selfishness and ingratitude* Friends! Let's help one
another to succeed, don't think blocking that intelligent, talented and good fellow can add to your
ordained destiny.
You can not go nor have beyond what God has destined for you. Helping another person to succeed
can only make your life better and above all guarantee a blissful hereafter for you.
Alberto might not have made it big like Ronaldo, and Ronald might still have made it in another way
but Alberto wouldn't have had access to such Luxury.
You see life! Open your heart and broaden your thinking. Be an abundant mentality
personality. God will always be there at your own point of need too. And when we help a person to
succeed, the latter must never forget those who contributed to his success. Whether they forget or
not, God doesn't abandon His own. Above all, we should never forget that God is watching and He
will judge us. *Life is all about Your CONTRIBUTION and never about your* *POSSESSION!!!*
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India's Reciprocal Measures caught
China by Surprise - Satellite
Imagery Expert
With his daily feed of detailed Satellite Imagery of the India-China Army standoff in Ladakh, open
source intelligence analyst 'DetResFa' has become one of the most sought after sources of
Information on the continuing border tensions. His viral feed now wildly popular among enthusiasts
and serious observers.

China never expected the Indian Army to turn their own playbook against them -- India’s Reciprocal
Infrastructure Measures caught them by Surprise - these are the words of an individual identified
only as 'Detesfra'. With an ironic mix of Chinese propaganda and very little specific Official word
from the Indian Government, the information void has been gamely filled by a handful of opensource intelligence (OSINT) analysts, who have leveraged their access to the latest Commercial
Satellite Imagery and Digital Skills to provide detailed Visual Canvases of the high altitude
Battlefield.
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Satellite images help spot another #China PLA position near the #Hotsprings Sector (15Km NE of
#India base, #Gogra & 6Km from #LAC).

"The Chinese military has always presented a fait
accompli, infrastructur- wise to India. They go in
and do things and create “facts on the ground, the
way Israelis do in the West Bank. They have been
building up capacity along the Line of Actual
Control as well," DetResFa says.

Jeff M. Smith: This month the PLA *did* move towed artillery, trucks, infantry combat vehicles to
positions a few kms behind the LAC near the Hot Springs/Gogra.

"In respect to what we have been seeing at
Ladakh's Galwan Valley, Pangong Lake and Hot
Springs, it's a clear Chinese build-up of Multiple
things. You have living areas along with
equipment and road works visible, all currently
within China's claim area.
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DetResFa says, "On the basis of my data points, I am observing notable markers indicating a multiplatform build up on both sides. Official media inputs from military sources have also confirmed this
hypothesis.
Finally, on the issue of Chinese or Pakistani 'bots' that have flooded social media to plant
disinformation and false 'OSINT' data, DetResFa has an interesting take. Asked if such organized
disinformation hampers the work of serious OSINT analysts like himself, he says, "Not at all. In fact,
to someone who is comfortable with the idea of open-source data generating intelligence,
misinformation is also an important indicator of agendas and interests.
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MALLI MASTAN BABU – COURGEOUS
MOUNTINEER

Malli Mastan Babu has demonstrated Exceptional Courage in Charting a Path seldom taken by
Others, which is, to Follow one’s Heart. Till his Entry into the Portals of IIM Calcutta he followed a
Very Traditional Career ath; acquiring Engineering Degrees and working as a Software Engineer. It
was at IIMC that he understood his True Calling. After Graduating from the Institute in 2004 he
decided to Pursue His Passion for Mountaineering and in Course of time set up a Company that
Promotes Adventure Sports for Personality Development.
This urge to follow his Dream was inspired by the Tragic Loss of a Friend in School while on an
Expedition to Mt. Everest. He has Several Firsts in Mountaineering to His Credit. He was the First
Indian and so far the only Indian to Climb Seven Summits and has been Recognized as the Fastest
Seven Summiteers in the World.
He has to his Credit the Distinction of being the 1st Indian to Summit Mt. Vinson Massif, the tallest
Peak of Antarctica and Mt. Carstensz Pyramid, the tallest Peak of Oceania. In the unbelievably Short
Span of Seven Months Malli conquered the peaks of Mt. Vinson Massif (Antarctica), Mt. Aconcagua
(S. America), Mt. Kilimanjaro (Africa), Mt. Kosciuszko (Australia), Mt. Everest (Asia), Mt. Elbrus
(Europe), Mt. Denali (N. America).
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He is the only South Asian to accomplish 7 Summits and the only Person in the World to do 7
Summits on Seven days of the Week, one in each Calendar Month. He was awarded the “Conjee
Rustumjee Cohoujee Bey Award” for ‘Outstanding Youth of the Year’ in Appreciation of his feat of
being the World’s Fastest 7 ''Summiteer” and the 1st S.A.A.R.C. National 7 “Summiteer”.

Malli Mastan Babu receiving his award

Kathmandu Gets A Glimpse of Mount Everest From 200 Km Away.
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Chinese Survey Team Summitts Mount Everest To Remeasure Its Exact Height

Chinese Media Post On Mount Everest Sparks Twitter Fight With Nepal
Mastan Babu Malli (3 September 1974 – 24 March 2015) was an Indian Mountaineer. Born on 3
September 1974 at Gandhi Janasangam village of Sangam mandal in Nellore district, Andhra
Pradesh to a Hindu family of Malli Mastanayya and Subbamma, Mastan Babu was their fifth child.
He was amongst the first in his farming family to receive formal education. He studied at Sainik
School, Korukonda, Vijayanagaram district., Andhra Pradesh State during 1985-1992. After
completing his B. E. in Electrical Engineering from National Institute of Technology, Jamshedpur in
1996, Malli went on to earn a M. Tech in Electronics from Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur in
1998, Distinguishing Himself in various Sports and Adventure Activities at both Institutes.
Malli’s untiring efforts to increase the fitness levels of fellow-students and to institutionalize
adventure activities led to the foundation of IIMC’s Adventure Club in 2003. It continues to hold many
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Events, on and off campus. He continued to Inspire Countless Students in His Former Schools and
Colleges by His Record-Breaking Pursuits, Writing to them, Participating in Alumni Meets and
Holding Courses on Hiking, High Altitude Trekking, Yoga, Vipassana Meditation, etc.
A proud Saikorian, Malli paid Tributes to his hero, Lt. Rao, and Planted His School Flag during His
Everest Trips. While many of His Expeditions were Unguided, they were always Preceded by
Meticulous Planning. Mastan Babu died on 24 March 2015 in Andes Mountains after getting caught
in bad Weather Post a Successful Attempt of Tres Cruces Sur Summit. The Continent-Spanning
Journey that began with a Schoolboy Drawing Inspiration from a Sainik School Senior who had died
while Nearing the Top of Mt. Everest, thus ended High on another Demanding Peak in the Andes.
In between, he settled down for brief periods to earn Degrees.

Mastan Babu's funeral at Janasamgh, India
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Field Marshal Sam Hormusji Framji
Jamshedji Manekshaw, MC

Sam Manekshaw and Sam Bahadur ("Sam the Brave"),(3 April 1914 – 27 June 2008), was
the Chief of the Army Staff of the Indian Army during the Indo-Pakistani War of 1971, and the first
Indian Army officer to be promoted to the rank of Field Marshal. His military career spanned four
decades and five wars, beginning with service in the British Indian Army in World War II.
Early life and education
Sam Manekshaw was born on 3 April 1914 in Amritsar, Punjab, to Hormizd Manekshaw (1871–
1964), who was a doctor, and Hilla, née Mehta (1885–1973), The couple had six children over the
following decade of whom Sam was their fifth child and third son.
Indian Military Academy
Manekshaw was selected as part of the first batch of cadets. Called "The Pioneers", his class also
produced SmithDun and Muhammad Musa Khan, future commanders-in-chief of Burma and
Pakistan, respectively.
Military career
At the time of Manekshaw's Commissioning, it was standard practice for newly Commissioned
Indian officers to be initially attached to a British regiment before being sent to an Indian unit. Thus,
Manekshaw joined the 2nd Battalion, Royal Scots, stationed at Lahore.
World War II
Manekshaw was appointed to the acting or temporary ranks of Captain and Major before promotion
to substantive Captain on 4 February 1942. During the operations fearing that Manekshaw would
die, the general pinned his own Military Cross ribbon on him saying, "A dead person cannot be
awarded a Military Cross". This award was made official with the publication of the notification in a
supplement to the London Gazette on 21 April 1942 (dated 23 April 1942).
Post-independence
On the Partition of India in 1947, Manekshaw's unit, the 4th Battalion, 12th Frontier Force Regiment,
became part of the Pakistan Army, so Manekshaw was reassigned to the 8th Gorkha Rifles.
Manekshaw was appointed as the Eighth Chief of the Army Staff on 8 June 1969.
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Indo-Pakistani War of 1971.

The Instrument of Surrender being signed on 16 December 1971.
In March, the Pakistan Armed Forces launched a fierce campaign to curb the secessionists, the
latter including soldiers and police from East Pakistan. Thousands of East Pakistanis died, and
nearly ten million refugees fled to West Bengal, an adjacent Indian state. In April, India decided to
assist in the formation of the new nation of Bangladesh.
During a cabinet meeting towards the end of April, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi asked Manekshaw
if he was prepared to go to war with Pakistan. He replied that most of his armored and infantry
divisions were deployed elsewhere, only twelve of his tanks were combat-ready, and they would be
competing for rail carriages with the grain harvest.
He also pointed out the Himalayan passes would soon open up with the forthcoming monsoon,
which would result in heavy flooding. After the cabinet had left the room, Manekshaw offered to
resign; Gandhi declined and instead sought his advice. He said he could guarantee victory if she
would allow him to handle the conflict on his own terms, and set a date for it; Gandhi agreed.
Following the strategy planned by Manekshaw, the army launched several preparatory operations
in East Pakistan, including training and equipping the Mukti Bahini, a local militia group of Bengali
nationalists. About three brigades of regular Bangladeshi troops were trained, and 75,000 guerrillas
were trained and equipped with arms and ammunition. These forces were used to harass
the Pakistani Army stationed in East Pakistan in the lead-up to the war.
Manekshaw's first radio message to the Pakistani troops on 9 December 1971:
"Indian forces have surrounded you. Your Air Force is destroyed. You have no hope of any help
from them. Chittagong, Chalna and Mangla ports are blocked. Nobody can reach you from the sea.
Your fate is sealed.
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The Mukti Bahini and the people are all prepared to take revenge for the atrocities and cruelties you
have committed...Why waste lives? Don't you want to go home and be with your children? Do not
lose time; there is no disgrace in laying down your arms to a soldier. We will give you the treatment
befitting a soldier".

Prime Minister of India, Indira Gandhi congratulating the Chiefs of the three services,
Gen Sam Manekshaw, Admiral SM Nanda and Air Chief Marshal PC Lal.
Promotion to Field Marshal
Though Manekshaw was to retire in June 1972, his term was extended by a period of six months,
and "in recognition of outstanding services to the Armed Forces and the nation," he was promoted
to the rank of Field Marshal on 1 January 1973.

Honours and Post-Retirement
Although Manekshaw was conferred the rank of field marshal in 1973, it was reported that he was
not given the complete allowances to which he was entitled. It was not until 2007 that President A.
P. J. Abdul Kalam met Manekshaw in Wellington, and presented him with a cheque for
₹1.3 crore (US$230,000 approx.)—his arrears of pay for over 30 years.
Personal life, death and legacy
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Manekshaw on a 2008 stamp of India

Manekshaw married Siloo Bode on 22 April 1939 in Bombay. The couple had two daughters, Sherry
and Maya (later Maja), born in 1940 and 1945 respectively. Manekshaw died of complications from
pneumonia at the Military Hospital in Wellington, Tamil Nadu, at 12:30 a.m. on 27 June 2008 at the
age of 94He was buried in the Parsi cemetery in Ootacamund (Ooty), Tamil Nadu, with military
honours, adjacent to his wife's grave.
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